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Abstract

Several significant accomplishments were made during the present reporting period.

• An investigation of the influence of stratospheric aerosol on the perfor-

mance of the atmospheric correction algorithm was carried out. The results

indicate how the performance of the algorithm is degraded if the strato-

spheric aerosol is ignored. Use of the MODIS 1380 nm band to effect a

correction for stratospheric aerosols was also studied. Simple algorithms

such a subtracting the reflectance at 1380 nm from the visible and near in-

frared bands do not significantly reduce the error. The only way found to

significantly reduce their effects requires full knowledge of the stratospheric

aerosol optical properties, and extensive radiative transfer computations for

implementation.

• The development of a multi-layer Monte Carlo radiative transfer code that

includes polarization by molecular and aerosol scattering and wind-induced

sea surface roughness has been completed. Comparison tests with an exist-

ing two-layer successive order of scattering code suggests that both codes

are capable of producing top-of-atmosphere radiances with errors usually

< 0.1%. This code will be used to generate realistic pseudo data with

which to test the atmospheric correction algorithm.

An initial set of simulations to study the effects of ignoring the polarization

of the ocean-atmosphere light field, in both the development of the atmo-

spheric correction algorithm and the generation of the lookup tables used

for operation of the algorithm, have been completed. The results suggest

two important conclusions: (1) that most of the error due to the neglect of

polarization can be removed by computing the Rayleigh contribution to the

total reflectance using vector radiative transfer theory; and (2) the residual

error in the water-leaving reflectance due to the neglect of polarization in

constructing the lookup tables is usually ,_ 0.001, and appears to vary in

a systematic manner with viewing geometry.

An algorithm was developed that can be used to invert the radiance exit-

ing the top and bottom of the atmosphere to yield the columnar optical

properties of the atmospheric aerosol under clear sky conditions over the

oceans, for aerosol optical thicknesses as large as 2. The algorithm is capa-

ble of retrievals with such large optical thicknesses because all significant

orders of multiple scattering are included. Combining an algorithm of this

type with surface-based and high altitude aircraft-based radiance measure-

ments could be useful for studying aerosol columnar optical properties over

oceans and large lakes.
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1. Atmospheric Correction Algorithm Development

a. Task Objectives:

During CY 1995 there are five objectives under this task:

(i) Investigate the effects of stratospheric aerosol and/or cirrus clouds on the performance of

the proposed atmospheric correction algorithm.

(ii) Complete a multilayer Monte Carlo simulation code that includes the effects of aerosol

and molecular scattering polarization (a vector radiative transfer code) and sea surface roughness.

(ill) Investigate the effects of ignoring the polarization of the atmospheric light field on the

performance of the proposed atmospheric correction algorithm.

(iv) Investigate the effects of vertical structure in the aerosol concentration and type on the

behavior of the proposed atmospheric correction algorithm.

(v) Begin a detailed investigation of the performance of the correction algorithm in atmo-

spheres with strongly absorbing aerosols.

b. Work Accomplished:

(i) We have completed the computations regarding the influence of stratospheric aerosols On

atmospheric correction, and the possibility of using the 1380 nm MODIS band for removing their

effects. A report covering the present status of this work is attached as Appendix 1

(ii) We have completed development and validation of a multilayer Monte Carlo code radiative

transfer code to provide test pseudo data for examination of the performance of the proposed

atmospheric correction algorithm in more realistic situations. The code solves the vector radiative

transfer equation (i.e., it includes the effects of polarization) for the Stokes vector of the radiance

exiting the top of the atmosphere. It also includes a wind-roughened sea surface at the lower

boundary of the atmosphere. The atmosphere is divided into four broad regions: (1) the marine
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boundary layer from the surface to 2 kin, where the aerosol concentration is independent of altitude;

(2) the free troposphere, where the aerosol concentrations varies in proportion to exp[-z/h], where

z is the altitude (2-12 krn) and h (the scale height) is 2 kin; (3) the background stratosphere (12-30

kin), where the aerosol concentration is also exponential with a scale height of 5 kin; and (4) a

volcanic region (20-25 kin) within the stratosphere which can contain a uniformly mixed volcanic

aerosol. The optical properties of each of the four regions can be characterized by individual aerosol

models, and any of the regions can be free of aerosols if desired. Alternatively, the user can supply

any vertical structure desired for the aerosol; however, no more than four different aerosol models

can be used in a single simulation.

The final code was validated by comparison with an existing two-layer code I which employs

the successive order of scattering method. 2 The aerosol model used in the code validation was

that originally used by Gordon and Wang s and is similar to that used by Quenzel and Kastner4to

represent a marine aerosol at 70% relative humidity. The size distribution was

dN
-- = K, Do <D <_ D1,
dD

( D1 _,,+1 D1 <D < D2,
= K k---if / ,

=0, D> D2,

with v = 2.95, Do = 0.2 pm, D1 = 0.4 pm, and D2 = 17.5 pm, and the refractive index was

1.45 - 0.02i. The resulting, nonzero, elements of the scattering phase matrix are provided in Figure
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Figure la. Sll element of the scattering matrix

for aerosols (solid line) and molecules (dotted line)

as a function of the scattering angle. Note, S_3 --
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Figure lb. S12 element of the scattering matrix

for aerosols (solid line) and --Sl_ for molecules

(dotted line) as a function of the scattering angle.

Note, $21 -- St2.
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Figure lc. $33 element of the scattering matrix
for aerosols (solid line) and molecules (dotted line)
as a function of the scattering angle. Note, $44 --
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Figure ld. $34 element of the scattering matrix
for aerosols (solid line) and molecules ($34 = 0)
as a function of the scattering angle. Note, $43 =
-$34-

1 along with those for Rayleigh scattering.

Samples of the differencesbetween the two codes are provided in Tables 1 and 2. In the tables,

"FMC" stands for Forward Monte Carlo, "SOM" for Successive Order Method, and "10 z Diff" is

the % difference between the two [100*(FMC-SOM)/SOM] when 10 million photon histories are

followed, while for "10 s Diff" 100 million are followed. The Rayleigh and aerosol optical thickness

are r, = 0.1 and r_ = 0.2, respectively.The aerosol and molecules are uniformly mixed in a single

layer. The singlescattering albedo is 1 (no absorption). The solar zenith angle 00 is60°, and three

viewing directions (specifiedby the polar and azimuth angles 0 and _b)are examined:

View i: 0 = 2.28°,¢ = 180 °

View 2:0 = 39.88°, _b= 90°

View 3:0 = 60.15 °,_b= 0°

For the rough ocean surface cases, the Cox-Munk surface slope standard deviation s a = 0.2,

which corresponds to a wind speed of approximately 7.5 m/s. Unidirectional wave shadowing x'3of

one wave by another isutilizedin the incident direction only.

4
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In Table 1 we present the results for the case of a flat sea surface. They indicate that for

view 1 and view 2 the difference in the two codes for the computed Stokes vector is _ 0.1%.

The result for view 3 is very poor; however, this is due entirely to the fact that an insufficient

number of Fourier orders (16) in the azimuthal clecomposition of the radiance was used in the SOM

computation. This leads to a significanterror in the computed radiance when 8 = 0o because the

radiance distribution exiting the top of the atmosphere has a sharp maximum near the specular

image of the sun. This results from small-angle forward scattering by the aerosol followed or

preceeded by reflectionfrom the sea surface. A significantlylarger number of Fourier orders would

be required to accurately predict the radiance in this geometry using the SOM. If the aerosol is

removed and a pure molecular-scattering atmosphere isconsidered, this large difference disappears

and the error is comparable to that at for the other two views. We believe that in this geometry

the radiance predicted by the Monte Carlo isfar more accurate, as itdoes not sufferthe need for

Fourier decomposition. For ¢_= 0 (views 1 and 3) a rough estimate of the Monte Carlo statistical

fluctuation can be ascertained by the magnitude of the component U which must be identically

zero in this geometry. For view 1,this is_ 10-4 of I, which isconsistent with an error of the order

of 0.01% in I.

Table 2 provides the differencesbetween the two codes in the case of a wind roughened sea

surface. The differencesfor i0T photon historiesare now larger than in Table I; however, increasing

to 10s photon histories significantlyimproves the agreement between the two codes. Note that in

this case the anomalous error seen in Table i for view 3 isabsent. The radiance isnow a smoother

function of direction near the specular image of the sun than for a flat ocean, and thus, fewer

Fourier orders are required to accurately compute the radiation field.The computations provided

do not contain the contribution due to direct sun glitter,i.e.,the contribution from photons that

reflectoffthe sea surface w{thout interactingwith the atmosphere. This component isabsent in the

Monte Carlo because the firstcollisionisforced in the medium to reduce the statisticalfluctuations.

In the SOM, this component isremoved from the computation because it would require using an

enormous number of Fourier orders.I This isno blemish, however, since the direct sun glittercan be

computed ezactlyin a very simple manner given the surface slope statistics.Thus, for the resultsin

the tables,sky glitteris included, but ifdirectsun glitterisdesired itmust be computed separately
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and added to the radiances provided by the code. Finally, it is important to note that to provide

the best possible simulation of the rough surface effects, the Monte Carlo code treats multiple

scattering by the sea surface, while the S0M code does not. Because of this, perfect agreement for

the rough sea surface case is not possible.

We believe the results provided in the test above validates that both codes are capable of

computing vector radiances with errors less than --_ 0.1% in the I component (unless 0 is close

to 00 for the SOM code). The Monte Carlo code will be used to study the performance of the

atmospheric correction algorithm under more realistic conditions - a vertically stratified aerosol

(type and concentration), a rough sea surface, and test pseudo data generated with full consideration

of polarization of the light field.

(iii) Using the Monte Carlo simulation code described above, we have started a study of the

error in the atmospheric correction algorithm caused by ignoring polarization. That is, as described

in our ATBD for Normalized Water-leaving Radiance, the atmospheric correction algorithm uses a

set of lookup tables relating the radiance produced by all photons interacting with the aerosol and

those interacting with both aerosols and air molecules (Rayleigh scattering) to the radiance that

would be observed from the aerosol alone were the radiative transfer process governed by single

scattering. These lookup tables were generated for a set of candidate aerosol models and are based

on ,,_ 33,000 separate radiative transfer simulations (including all orders of multiple scattering).

Their generation, therefore involved a considerable investment in computational resources. To keep

the table-generation time to a minimum, the approximation of scalar radiative transfer theory (po-

larization ignored) was employed. Thus, we need to understand the influence of this approximation

on the correction algorithm. To effect this, we simply use our newly-developed Monte Carlo code

to simulate the radiance under exact vector radiative transfer theory (effects of polarization on the

transfer process are considered). Here, we report the results of the initial studies to assess the error

in the algorithm caused by generating the lookup tables using scalar transfer theory.

In the initial studies, two comparisons are carried out. The Monte Carlo code is set to operate

in a two-layer mode, with aerosols in the lower layer and all of the Rayleigh scattering confined to

the upper layer. The sea surface is assumed to be flat (no wind). Thus the aerosol structure of
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Table la: Comparison of Stokes Vector Calculations

Flat Ocean Surface; View 1

I Q U V

FMC 0.11569E-01 -0.46231E-02 0.91547E-06 0.19360E-06

SOM 0.11580E-01 -0.46257E-02 0.82666E-09 -.16649E-12

10' Diff(%) 0.02 -0.06

Table lb: Comparison of Stokes Vector Calculations

Flat Ocean Surface ; View 2

I

FMC 0.14445E-01

Q
0.50866E-02

SOM 0.14446E-01 0.50905E-02

107 Diff (%) -0.01 -0.08

U V

-0.40972E-02 0.86810E-05

-0.41022E-02 0.36941E-04

-0.12

Table lc: Comparison of Stokes Vector Calculations

Flat Ocean Surface; View 3

I Q U V

FMC 0.23151E+00 -0.18589E+00 -0.46336E-05 0.89707E-07

SOM 0.23519E+00 -0.18908E+00 0.0 0.0

107 Diff (%) -1.56 -1.69
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Table 2a: Comparison of Stokes Vector Calculations

Rough Ocean Surface; No Direct Sun Glitter; View 1

I Q U v

FMC 0.11631E-01 -0.46800E-02 -0.13808E-05 0.29246E-06

SOM 0.11654E-01 -0.46907E-02 -0.83606E-09 0.67416E-12

10z Diff(%)

l0 s Diff (%)

-0.20

-0.I0

-0.23

-0.19

Table 2b: Comparison of Stokes Vector Calculations

Rough Ocean Surface; No Direct Sun Glitter; View 2

FMC

SOM

10T Diff(%)

lOs Diff(%)

I Q u v
0.14439E-01 0.50779E-02 -0.41288E-02 -.85647E-05

0.14461E-01 0.50948E-02 -0.41417E-02 -.53699E-05

-0.15

-0.04

-0.33

-0.15

-0.31

-0.12

Table 2c: Comparison of Stokes Vector Calculations

Rough Ocean Surface; No Direct Sun Glitter; View 3

I Q U V

FMC 0.64462E-01 -0.29315E-01 -0.29313E-05 -.22861E-06

SOM 0.64610E-01 -0.29438E-01 -0.99255E-09 0.46572E-I0

-0.4210_' Diff(%)

108 Diff(%)

-0.23

-0.16 -0.33
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the atmosphere and the sea surface is identical to that used in preparation of the lookup tables;

however, the computed test radiances will include the influence of the polarization induced by

scattering from the atmosphere and reflection from the surface. We start be examining a situation

in which the test model of the aerosol is one of the candidate aerosol models. In this case, were

scalar radiative transfer theory the correct physics, and were the implementation of the algorithm

N
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Figure 2a. Figure 2b.

Figure 2. Degree of polarization of Rayleigh scattering and scattering by

aerosols modeled as Maritime and Tropospheric: (a) RH = 70%; and (b)

RH = 9O%.

(see ATBD) exact, application of the correction algorithm to the test pseudo data generated by the

Monte Carlo code operating in the scalar mode should yield a perfect atmospheric correction. The

difference between application of the algorithm to test pseudo data generated by the Monte Carlo

code operating in the scalar mode and operating in the full vector mode provides the polarization

error in the algorithm under the most ideal conditions.

The degree of polarization of scattering for the test models used in this analysis is compared

with that for molecular scattering (Rayleigh) at 865 nm in Figure 2. Figure 2a is for the Shettle

and Fenn e Maritime and Tropospheric test models with a relative humidity (RH) of 70%. These
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axe actually members of the set of candidate aerosol models used in the algorithm. In contrast,

Figure 2b is for models with with RH = 80%. These models axe not members of the candidate

set, therefore, they provide a more realistic test of the performance of the algorithm, and they

were used for this purpose by Gordon and Wa__g. 7 Note that both the Tropospheric and Maritime

models display considerably different polarization properties, and axe both significantly different

from Rayleigh scattering. Note also, that the degree of polarization of the Maritime model at RH

= 80% is considerably different from that at RH = 70% in the important backscattering directions,

120°-180 ° .

The computations of the radiance leaving the top of the atmosphere axe carried out for seven

sun-viewing geometries: 8 _ 0 with 00 = 20 °, 40 °, and 60 °, corresponding to viewing near the

center of the MODIS scan; and 6 _ 45 ° and ¢ = 90 ° with 80 = 0, 20 °, 40 °, and 60 °, corresponding

to viewing near the edge of the MODIS scan. Figure 3 provides Ap, the error in the water-leaving

radiance at 443 nm after application of the correction algorithm to the simulations, as a function of

the solar zenith angle, using the Maritime aerosol model at 70% RH for aerosol optical thicknesses

of 0.2 and 0.4 at 865 nm. Recall that the first step in atmospheric correction is computation and

removal of the radiance produced by Rayleigh scattering. In testing the algorithm throughout

its development, the Rayleigh contribution was computed using scalar theory as was the ocean-

atmosphere radiance. However, it is well known that ignoring polarization can cause significant

errors in the Rayleigh contribution, s and in CZCS processing this contribution was determined using

vector radiative transfer theory. 9 Thus, we expect that when using test pseudo data generated by

a code using vector theory (or when applying the algorithm to actual MODIS imagery) it will be

necessary to compute the Rayleigh contribution using vector theory. In contrast, when test pseudo

data is generated using scalar theory, scalar theory must also be used to compute the Rayleigh

contribution. Because of this, on each panel of the figure there are the results of three different

applications of the algorithm. The first is the "S-S" case in which the results of a scalar computation

of the total radiance are used as test pseudo data, and the Rayleigh contribution is also computed

using scalar theory. This corresponds to the situation under which the algorithm was developed,

and in the absence of statistical fluctuations in the Monte Carlo simulations and inaccuracies in

the implementation of the correction algorithm, Ap should be negligible. The second is the "V-S"

10
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case in which the top-of-atmosphereradiance iscomputed using vectortheory but the Rayleigh

contributioniscomputed using scalartheory.This would representwhat on would expect ifthe

algorithmwere apphed toMODIS imagery using a scalarcomputation ofthe Rayleigh contribution.

In the finalapplicationof the algorithm,"V-_r'',the testpseudo data iscomputed using vector

theory,as isthe Rayleigh contribution.This simulatesusing the algorithm with MODIS imagery

and correctlycomputing the Rayleigh contributionwith vectortheory.

The resultspresentedin Figure 3 suggestthatthe implementation of the correctionalgorithm

isexcellent(S-S errorsare _ 0.0008 and often much lesseven forra(865) --0.4).Furthermore,

they show thatwhen applyingthe algorithmtoMODIS imagery the Rayleigh contributionmust be

computed usingvectortheory(V-S errorisverylarge).Finally,the differencebetween the S-S and

V-V resultssuggestthat the errorscaused by generatingthe atmospheric correctionlookup tables

usingscalartheoryarenot excessive,although they areseentoincreasewith increasingra(865),i.e.,

as aerosolscattering(and thereforepolarization)becomes increasinglymore important compared

to Rayleigh scattering.

SimilarlyFigures 4 and 5 provide the comparison of the errorin the water leavingradiance

forthe Maritime and Troposphericaerosolmodels with RH = 80%. Recallthat thesemodels are

not members of the candidate aerosolmodels and thereforeone would expect largererrorsthan

seenin Figure 3. For the Maritime case (Figure4) the overallaccuracy issimilarto thatin Figure

3; however, for the Tropospheric case (Figure 5) the errorbecomes excessivefor r_(865) -- 0.4

for both the S-S and V-V algorithms.This breakdown of the algorithm iscaused by the large

aerosolopticaldepth a 443 nm (,,_1) which isactuallyoutsidethe range of the computations used

to prepare the lookup tables(i.e.,requiresextrapolationas opposed to interpolationin the lookup

tables).However, the differencebetween the S-S and V-V algorithmsisapproximately independent

ofthe opticaldepth which impliesthat the polarizationeffectsare only a weak functionof r_. The

differencesbetween the S-S and V-V algorithmsforthe resultsprovided inFigures3-5 show some

consistentsimilarities.For example, in allof the casesat the scan edge the V-V resultsare lower

than the S-S for 80 < 40° and higher for 8o > 40°,with essentiallyno differenceat 8o = 40°.

In contrast,forviewing near the scan centerthe V-V resultsare consistentlylower than the S-S.

11
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Figure 3. Error in the the water-leaving reflectance at 443 nm for the Maritime aerosol model

with RH = 70%: (a) scan center with va(865) = 0.2 and ra(443) = 0.2614; (b) scan edge with

va(865) = 0.2 and vo(443) = 0.2614; (c) scan center with r_(865) = 0.4 and r_(443) = 0.5228; and

(d) scan edge with r_(865) = 0.4 and r_(443) = 0.5228.

12
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It is noteworthy that the differences between V-V and S-S for the Maritime model with RH =

70% and ra(865) = 0.4 (Figures 3c and 3d) and the Tropospheric model with RH = 80% and

Va(865) = 0.2 (Figures 5a and 5b) are practically identical. Both of these cases have %(443) _ 0.5

but the polarization properties of the aerosol _aodels are completely different: the Tropospheric

model being much closer to Rayleigh scattering than the Maritime model (Figure 2).

Thus far this study yields two important conclusions: (1) that most of the error due to the ne-

glect of polarization can be removed by computing the Rayleigh contribution to the total reflectance

using vector theory; and (2) the residual error due to the neglect of polarization in constructing

the lookup tables is usually ,,_ 0.001 and appears to vary in a systematic manner with viewing

geometry. -

(iv) No work was performed on this task during this reporting period.

(v) No work was performed on this task during this reporting period.

c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation: See item b above.

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

(i) We will continue our analysis of the existing simulations from the three-layer code to try to

understand why the thin cirrus cloud simulations appear to yield anomalous results (See Appendix

1).

(ii) None. This task is now complete.

(iii) We will continue work on the effect of polarization on atmospheric correction.

(iv) We will begin this study using the Monte Carlo code developed under task (ii).

(iv) We will begin this study using the Monte Carlo code developed under task (ii).

e. Problems/Corrective Actions:

13
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Figure 4. Error in the the water-leaving reflectance at 443 nm for the Maritime aerosol model

with ItH = 60%: (a) scan center with ra(865) = 0.2 and ra(443) = 0.2311; (b) scan edge with

_'a(865) = 0.2 and ra(443) = 0.2311; (c) scan center with r_(865) = 0.4 and r_(443) = 0.4621; and

(d) scan edge with r_(865) = 0.4 and r_(443) = 0.4621.
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Figure 5. Error in the the water-leaving reflectance at 443 nm for the Tropospheric aerosol model

with RH = 80%: (a) scan center with ro(865) = 0.2 and r_(443) = 0.4966; (b) scan edge with

ra(865) = 0.2 and v_(443) = 0.4966; (c) scan center with ro(865) = 0.4 and r_(443) = 0.9933; and

(d) scan edge with ra(865) = 0.4 and r_(443) = 0.9933.
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(i)None.

(il) None.

(iii) None.

(iv) None.

(v) None.

L Publications:

K. Ding and H.R. Gordon, Analysis of the influence of 02 "A"-band absorption on atmospheric

correction of ocean color imagery, Applied Optics 34, 2068-2080 (1995).

2. Whitecap Correction Algorithm

a. Task Objectives:

As we have described earlier, we have constructed and tested a whitecap radiometer for devel-

opment and validation of the whitecap correction algorithm. It was first deployed during the last

quarter of 1994. During the deployment we noted several aspects which needed improvement, thus

our near term objectives were:

(i) adding a video system to the whitecap radiometer to allow us to

understand the radiometer signal and pick out artifacts more accurately,

(ii) rebuilding the 5 channel deck cell (which measures the downwelling

irradiance) to increase stability and reliabihty (also, we would increase

the number of channels to 6 to match the upwelling radiance channels of

the whitecap radiometers),

(iii) integrating a meteorology package into the whitecap radiometer sys-

tem,
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(iv) reducing and investigating the data obtained during October and

November during the Hawaii MOCE-3 cruise, and

(v) participating in a cruise with Dennis Clark during June-July off the

coast of Hawaii.

b. Work Accomplished:

We have selected the video system and procured it. We are using a Sony color security camera

(SSC-C350), with a HI-8 video recorder (Sony EVC100), and an in-line time/date generator. This

will allow us to obtain camera images, with a time date stamp which will allow us to match the data

and video images. A housing for this camera is being built, and we expect to have this completed

by mid-July.

We have all of the supplies needed for rebuilding the deck cell and we have the meteorology

package in house. Both of these items will be finished by mid-July.

The cruise off of Hawaii during June-July was canceled so we could not participate.

c. Data/Analysls/Interpretatlon:

We have performed some preliminary data reduction of the cruise data, but do not have any

conclusions from this work at this point. The basic result thus far has been the requirement for

simultaneous video imagery to enable the removal of artifacts. We are continuing analysis of the

small quantity of data obtained during the few instances we were able to borrow a video camera

from Dennis Clark, in order to develop a procedure for data analysis.

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

We are planning to participate in a short cruise at the end of July out of Ft. Pierce, FL. This

will give us a chance to try out our latest modifications locally, and to obtain data in a different

locale. We are also planning on participating on field tests with Dennis Clark in Hawaii, when

these are scheduled. Presently we anticipate a field test in September in Hawaii during which we
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willdeploy the complete system. Due to the problems with the SeaWiFS launch, many of the

other cruiseswe anticipatedhave been delayed,but we willtry to findcruises-of-opportunityon

which to fieldthisinstrument. Because thisinstrument does not make specificrequirementson

the shipoperations,we believewe willbe ableto findmany opportunitiesto "piggy-back'onother

expeditions.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None.

f. Publications: None.

3. In-water Radiance Distribution.

a. Task Objectives:

Acquire radiance data at sea.

b. Work Accomplished: None

c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation: None.

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

Acquire data at sea at the earliest opportunity. This will most likely be a cruise scheduled by

Dennis Clark in the Fall.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None.

f. Publications: None.

4. Residual Instrument Polarization.

a. Task Objectives: None.
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5. Direct Sun Glint Correction.

a. Task Objectives: None

6. Prelaunch Atmospheric Correction Validation.

a. Task Objectives:

The long-term objectives of this task are two-fold. First, we need to study the aerosol phase

function and its spectral variation in order to verify the applicability of the aerosol models used

in the atmospheric correction algorithm. Effecting this requires obtaining long-term time series

of the aerosol optical properties in typical maritime environments. This will be achieved using a

CIMEL sun/sky radiometer that can be operated in a remote environment and send data back to

the laboratory via a satellite link. These are similar to the radiometers used by B. Holben and Y.

Kaufman. Second, we must be able to measure the aerosol optical properties from a ship during

initialization/calibration/validation cruises. The CIMEL-type instrumentation cannot be used (due

to the motion of the ship) for this purpose. The required instrumentation consists of an all-sky

camera (which can measure the entire sky radiance, with the exception of the solar aureole region,

from a moving ship), an aureole camera (specifically designed for ship use), and a hand-held sun

photometer. We have a suitable sky camera and sun photometer and must construct an aureole

camera. Our objective for this calendar year is (1) to assemble, characterize and calibrate the solar

aureole camera system, (2) to develop data acquisition software, and (3) to test the system. A

second objective is to acquire a CIMEL Automatic Sun Tracking Photometer, calibrate it, and

deploy it in a suitable location for studying the optical properties of aerosols over the oceans.

b. Work Accomplished:

We have the solar aureole camera system assembled along with a trim version of the data

acquisition software. We have taken some test images, and are working to optimize the system

performance. We had hoped to field this instrument during the cruise this summer; however as
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mentioned in Section 2.b, it was canceled. We will deploy the instrument in some manner during

the fall to obtain aureole data.

We have received the CIMEL instrument, and Dr. Brent Holben (NASA/GFSC) has performed

a comparison calibration with his instruments, which have been calibrated at Mauna Loa, HI. We

are presently installing the instrument at RSMAS, on Virginia Key in Miami for a short field test.

During May we visited a site in the Dry Tortugas, a small set of islands in the Gulf of Mexico off

of Key West. The main island is Fort Jefferson, part of the National Park Service. We found two

sites at Ft. Jefferson which would be ideal for installation of the CIMEL instrument. This location

has little ground reflectance problems, particularly in the infra-red, should provide a maritime

atmosphere, and is conveniently close to Miami. As well as providing an excellent location for

studying the properties of aerosols over the oceans, we believe it could also serve as an ideal site

for MODIS vicarious calibration exercises. After visiting the site, a proposal to locate the CIMEL

there was written and forwarded to the park service at Everglades National Park. We are now

waiting for a response to this proposal, and given a positive response from the park service and a

successful trial at RSMAS, we hope to install the instrument during the next reporting period.

c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation: None

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

We will be acquiring data with the aureole camera system, in conjunction with the sky radiance

distribution camera system sometime during this next reporting period. We will finish testing the

CIMEL locally and by the end of the next period we will have the CIMEL instrument in place in

a suitable location such as the Dry Tortugas.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None.

f. Publications: None.

7. Detached Coccollth Algorithm and Post Launch Studies.
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a. Task Objectives:

The algorithm for retrieval of the detached coccolith concentration from the coccolithophorid,

E. huxhyi is described in detail in our ATBD. The key is quantification of the backscattering

coefficient of the detached coccoliths. Our earlier studies showed that calcite-specific backscatter

coefficient was less variable than coccolith-specific backscatter coefficient, and this would be more

scientifically meaningful for future science that will be performed with this algorithm. The variance

of the calcite-specific backscatter has been analyzed for only a few species, thus, we need to examine

this in other laboratory cultures and field samples. There is also a relationship between the rate of

growth of the calcifying algae and the rate of production and detachment of the coccoliths which

needs to be further quantified. With this in mind, the objecti#es of our coccolith studies are,

under conditions of controlled growth of coccolithophores (using chemostats), to define the effect

of growth rate on:

• the rate that coccoliths detach from cells (which also is a function

of turbulence and physical shear);

• the rates of coccolith production;

• the morphology of coccoliths; and

• the volume scattering and backscatter of coccoliths.

The last aspect of these studies will be to perform shipboard measurements of suspended cal-

cite and estimate its optical backscatter as validation of the laboratory measurements. A thorough

understanding of these growth-related properties will provide the basis for a generic suspended

calcite algorithm. As with algorithms for chlorophyll, and primary productivity, the natural vari-

ance between growth related parameters and optical properties needs to be understood before the

accuracy of the algorithm can be determined.

b. Work Accomplished:
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Our controlled growth experiments with Emiliania huxJeyi terminated during the first week of

May. Four growth rates were sampled at steady state, with replication.

c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation: Nothing_additional since the last report.

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

All of the data obtained for volume scatter needs to be converted to backscatter values. More-

over, suspended calcite samples that were taken during the experiment need to be analyzed. We

are currently switching our atomic absorption measurements to a new Perkin Elmer instrument at

the University of Maine. This instrument has a graphite furnace attachment and will give us orders

of magnitude more sensitivity. We are currently being trained on its use, and will begin running

samples shortly. After the backscatter and calcite samples have been processed, we will proceed

to calculate the calcite-specific backscatter coefficients as a function of growth rate (which is the

ultimate goal of this experiment). Scanning electron micrographs will also be processed during the

next two quarters to examine changes in coccolith morphology as a function of growth rate.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None

f. Publications:

Two papers were presented at the "Emiliania huxleyi and the Oceanic Carbon Cycle"meeting

in London in April. the abstracts are provided below.

Calcification and Photosynthetic Rates of Coccolithophores Under Steady State Growth

W.M. Balch and J.J. Fritz

Rosenstiel School for Marine and Atmospheric Science

University of Miami

4600 Rickenbacker Causeway

Miami, FL 33155
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Carbon fixation of Emiliania huxleyi was studied in light limited, steady state, continuous

cultures. Six growth rates were examined ranging from 0.24d -l to 1.0d -1 although the lowest may

have been carbon limited and the highest approached washout. Both photosynthesis and calcifica-

tion increased as a function of growth rate, but the ratio of calcification to photosynthesis (C/P)

was not constant; that is, C/P increased from about 0.2 to 0.7 as the growth rate increased from

0.24d -1 and 0.75d -1, then the ratio decreased slightly at higher growth rates. Extrapolation of the

regression data suggested that there should be zero calcification at a growth rate of about 0.15d -t.

Cells were also given a 30s acidification/neutralization treatment to dissolve their coccoliths, and

then carbon fixation was measured. Photosynthesis and calcification increased by about 0.1 pg

C cell -1 h -l following this treatment. Total carbon fixation rate was predicted by multiplying

the total carbon per unit chlorophyll by the respective culture dilution rate. These predictions

were almost identical to total carbon incorporation measured using 14C bicarbonate. Nevertheless,

to accurately predict only photosynthesis or calcification using this approach also will require the

function relating the C/P ratio to growth rate.

A coccolith detachment rate determined from chemostat cultures

of the coccolithophore Emiliania huxleyi

J.J. Fritz and W.M. Balch

Rosenstiel School for Marine and Atmospheric Science

University of Miami

4600 Rickenbacker Causeway

Miami, FL 33155

The coccolithophore Emiliania huxleyi (Lohm.) Hay and Mohler is one of the most abundant

calcite producing organisms on earth and consequently, the coccoliths represent a major carbon

sink in the ocean. This study addresses the rate of detachment of coccoliths from the coccol-

ithophores under controlled growth conditions using light-limited chemostats. Cultures were grown

at six different growth rates between 0.24 day -1 and 1.00 day -l. Other cell properties including

chlorophyll, particulate inorganic carbon, and total particulate carbon, were also investigated with
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regard to the growth rate of the cells. The coccolith detachment rate increased linearly with cellular

growth rate at almost a 1:1 ratio. Such a change in detachment with growth could affect several

processes such as sinking rates of cells and bloom formation. The discussion ends with a section

on the importance of sinking to coccolithophores.

8. Other Developments.

The PI participated the MOCEAN Team meeting and the Multisensor Calibration and Val-

idation Workshop in Miami in February 1995. Also, the PI prepared a first draft of a validation

plan for normalized water-leaving radiance and forwarded it to Frank Hoge and Wayne Esaias for

incorporation into the MODIS Ocean Products Validation Plan. This draft is included here as

an appendix. A shortened version was prepared for the report of the Multisensor Calibration and

Validation Workshop to be submitted to NASA Headquarters.

In May, the PI attended the CEOS/IVOS Calibration and Validation Workshop and presented

a review, Theoretical Basis of the Sea WiFS/MODIS Normalized Water-leaving Radiance Algorithm

(Atmospheric Correction) and its relationship to Vicarious Calibration.

A method for combining high-altitude aircraft radiance (upwelling) and surface radiance (down-

welling) for determination of the columnar aerosol optical properties has been developed. A paper

on the subject,

H.R. Gordon and T. Zhang, Columnar Aerosol Properties Over Oceans

by Combining Surface and Aircraft Measurements: Simulations.

was accepted for publication and is now in press in Applied Optics. This work could provide a

powerful method of studying aerosol properties over the ocean. This paper is attached as Appendix

2. A second study concerning the perturbation of the sky radiance measurements made from islands,

caused by the presence of the island itseff, has been carried out and a paper
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H. Yang, H.R. Gordon and T. Zhang, Islandperturbation to the sky

radianceover the ocean: Simulations,

was submitted to Applied Optics. The paper completed the first review and is now under revision. It

is attached as Appendix 3. Both of these have relevance to the "Prelaunch Atmospheric Correction

Validation" (Topic 6 above) portion of our research, as well as to the validation of retrieved aerosol

properties over the oceans from EOS sensors.

A method for dealing with out-of-band response of ocean color sensors was developed by the

PI. A paper

L

H.R. Gordon, Remote sensing of ocean color: a methodology for dealing

with broad spectral bands and significant out-of-band response,

was prepared and submitted to Applied Optics. This work is applicable to any ocean color sensor,

and the same methodology will be employed for MODIS. It is attached here as Appendix 4.
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stratospheric aerosols and cirrus clouds: Simulations



1. Introduction

The radiance exiting the ocean-atmosphere system carries information on the concentration

of marine phytoplankton -- the first llnk in the marine food chain -- through the variations

they produce in the color of the water, l The flight of the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) 2,3

was a the proof-of-concept mission to demonstrate the feasibility of quantitatively estimating the

concentration of chlorophyll a, a photosynthetic pigment contained in phytoplankton and used as a

surrogate for their concentration. Based on the success of the CZCS, a number of instruments for

ocean color measurements will be launched in the 1990's, e.g., the sea-viewing wide field-of-view

sensor (SeaWiFS) 4 and the Moderate resolution Spectroradiometer (MODIS). 5

The contribution from beneath the sea surface to the radiance exiting the ocean-atmosphere

system in the visible is very small, i.e., at most 10-20% of the total in the blue and less at longer

wavelengths. The remainder of the radiance is due to scattering from the atmosphere and reflection

from the sea surface. Thus, it is of the utmost importance to remove these interfering effects in order

to isolate the water-leaving radiance that carries the information regarding phytoplankton. This

process is termed atmospheric correction. The CZCS atmospheric correction algorithm, s which

was based on the single scattering approximation, was not sufficiently accurate to be applied to

SeaWiFS and MODIS because they have far better radiometric sensitivity. Gordon and Wang 7

developed a multiple scattering correction algorithm suitable for use with these sensors. This

algorithm assumes that all of the aerosol in the atmosphere is in the marine boundary layer and

uses aerosol models to deal with the multiple scattering. In some situations, e.g., following volcanic

eruptions or when there are thin cirrus clouds present, there can be significant quantities of aerosol

in the stratosphere. This degrades the performance of the algorithm. In the case of SeaWiFS,

there is no direct way of detecting the presence of such aerosols; however, MODIS is equipped

with a spectral band at 1.38 #m that can be used for this purpose. This spectral band is centered

on a strong water vapor absorption band and photons penetrating through the stratosphere will

usually be absorbed by water vapor in the free troposphere, s Thus, any radiance measured at 1.38

/_m can, in the first approximation, be assumed to be scattered by the stratospheric aerosol alone.

This provides a mechanism for estimating the stratospheric contribution. In this paper we assess



the degradation in atmospheric correction in the presence of stratospheric aerosols. In the case

of MODIS, we assume that the radiance measured at 1.38/am is totally due to the stratosphere

and examine several possibilities for using this information in the proposed atmospheric correction

algorithm _ to correct ocean color imagery. -

2. The proposed SeaWIFS-MODIS atmospheric correction algorithm

In the absence of stratospheric aerosol, the total reflectance of the ocean-atmosphere system,

pt(A), measured at a wavelength A, can be decomposed as follows:

p,(,x) : p,C,X)+ po(x) + p,=(?,)+ (1)

where p,(A) is the radiance resulting from multiple scattering by air molecules (Rayleigh scattering)

in the absence of aerosols, pa(A) is the radiance resulting from multiple scattering by aerosols in the

absence of the air, and pra(A) is the interaction term between molecular and aerosol scattering. 9 In

this equation, t is the diffuse transmittance of the atmosphere along the viewing direction specified

by 0v, the angle between the normal to the sea surface and the sensor. 1° Radiance arising from

specular reflection of direct sunlight from the sea surface (sun glitter) has been ignored. This means

that the correction cannot be valid near the glitter pattern. The influence of whitecaps has also

been ignored under the assumption that their contribution can be removed from an estimate of the

surface wind speed. 11 The goal of the atmospheric correction is the retrieval of p,o from Pt- This

is effected by measuring Pt in the near infrared (NIR) near 765 and 865 nm for SeaWiFS and 750

and 865 nm for MODIS. In this spectral region, the p_, can be taken to be zero because of the

strong absorption by the water itself, pr can be computed given an estimate of the atmospheric

pressure, so po + p_ can be determined directly in the NIR. Utilizing aerosol models to account

for multiple scattering and for the spectral dependence of pa + Pra, this quantity is extrapolated

into the visible, providing p_ there/ In the absence of stratospheric aerosol, simulations suggest

that this algorithm will meet the goal of retrieval of pu, at 443 nm with an error <_ 0.001-0.002,

i.e., an error of _< 5% in p_ in the blue in very clear ocean water.



Incorporation of multiple scattering is effected through the use of lookup tables based on a

large number (_33,000) radiative transfer simulations using various aerosol models 12 thought to be

representative of aerosols occurring over the oceans. In the simulations it was assumed that all of

the aerosol is resident in the marine boundary"layer, i.e., the simulations are carried out using an

accurate (error <_ 0.1%) two-layer radiative transfer code with aerosols occupying the lower layer

and molecular (ttayleigh) scattering occupying the upper layer.

3. Simulation of the effects of stratospheric aerosol

In situations where there is significant stratospheric aerosol present, the aerosol vertical profile

described in Section 2 is very unrealistic. A more realistic profile would be a three-layer atmosphere

with aerosol in both the lower and upper layers and molecular scattering in the central layer. This

is the profile that we adopt for simulating Pt in the presence of stratospheric aerosol.

We examine three different stratospheric aerosol models. The first is the background strato-

spheric aerosol 13 consisting of a 75% solution of H_SO4 with a size distribution given by

dn

d---D= 81Dexp(-9 D),

where dn is the number of particles per unit volume with diameters (D) in _m between D and

D % dD. The second is the E1 Chichon aerosol, 14 also a 75% solution of H2S04, with a size

distribution:

dn 1.79386 x l0 s D 12"ss
dD

exp(-19.65D).

The third represents aged volcanic ash. It consists of an absorbing mineral distributed in size

according to

d___.n= 1365.33 Dexp(-ll.3137v_)
dD

with a wavelength-independent index of refraction m = 1.50 - 0.008/. For the background and the

E1 Chichon aerosol, the index of refraction is taken from Palmer and Williams. is The final aerosol

model is that for thin cirrus clouds taken from Takano and Liou. le In this case we assume that

the scattering properties of the thin cirrus are independent of wavelength. The scattering phase

functions for these four models are presented in Figures la through ld, and their spectral variation



in extinction(or stratosphericopticalthickness,to) ispresentedin Figure 2. The firstthreewere

calculatedfrom the sizedistributionsand the refractiveindicesusing Mie theory. The fourthwas

taken from the tabulatedvaluesof Ref. 16. Note the significantspectralvariationofthe shape of

some of the aerosolphase functions.In particular,for the background stratosphericaerosol,the

phase function at 1380 nm isvery uncharacteristicof the phase functionin the visibleand near

infrared.

As suggestedabove,we simulatedthe reflectanceinthe presenceof stratosphericaerosolusing

a three-layerradiativetransfercode. The lower layercontainedthe Shettleand Fenn t2 Maritime

aerosolat 80% relativehumidity. This was used as the boundary layeraerosolbecause, in the

absence of stratosphericaerosol,the atmospheric correctionalgorithmisessentiallyperfect(error

in Pw found by Gordon and Wang v was lessthan about 0.0005forthisaerosol)and, thus,provides

an excellentchoiceforexamination ofthe interferingeffectsofthe stratosphericaerosol.The upper

layercontainsthe stratosphericaerosoland the middle layerexhibitsonly molecular scattering.A

Fresnel-reflectingflatsea surfaceconstitutesthe lower boundary. There isno radiance exitingthe

ocean, i.e.,allphotons penetratingthe surfaceare absorbed. In the case of MODIS, to simulate

the reflectanceat 1380 nm a one-layermodel with a totallyabsorbinglower boundary (no Fresnel

reflection)was employed. The rationalfor thisisthe assumption that allradiationpenetrating

through the stratosphereat thiswavelength isabsorbed by water vapor in the troposphere,so no

radianceisreflectedto the top of the atmosphere from below the stratosphericlayer.Note thatfor

the purpose of utilizingthe 1380 nm MODIS band to correctforthe stratosphericaerosol,thisis

the idealscenario,i.e.,allofthe reflectedradianceat 1380 um isdue tothe stratosphere,thereisno

contamination from Rayleigh scatteringin the freetroposphere(middle layer),aerosolscattering

in the marine boundary layer(lowerlayer),or reflectionfrom the sea surface.

4. Schemes for correcting for stratospheric aerosol

The stratosphericaerosolcontributesto the reflectanceat allwavelengths.Thus, in the pres-

ence of the stratosphericaerosollayerthe reflectancewillbe changed by an amount 6p? ),i.e.,

- p,(A)+



where p_') is the reflectance of the entire ocean-atmosphere system in the presence of stratospheric

aerosol. As much of this contribution as possible should be removed from the visible and NIR

bands before applying the atmospheric correction. Thus, the goal is to be able to remove 6p_m)(A)

from p_R)(A). This will enable direct applicatioh of the atmospheric correction algorithm to pt(A),

for which it was developed.

Using the models outlined in Section 3, we carried out simulations of p_S)(A) for several com-

binations of stratospheric and boundary-layer optical depths, _'j and rb, respectively. Also, we

examined several possibilities for utilizing the 1380 nm band for correction of MODIS for strato-

spheric aerosols. In this case, as described in Section 3, we assumed that the reflectance at 1380

nm was totally due to the stratospheric aerosol.

The computations of p_')()_) were carried out for A = 443,765,865, and 1380 nm. In applying

the atmospheric correction algorithm, it was assumed that the aerosol properties in the lower layer

were completely unknown. In the case of SeaWiFS, the atmospheric correction algorithm was

operated using p_a)(A), which would be measured in the presence of stratospheric aerosols, in place

ofpt(A) and the resulting error in tp_(.k) at ,_ = 443 nm was determined. In the case of MODIS, the

correction algorithm was operated in several ways as follows. Again, the computations of p_')(A)

were used as pseudo data.

1. The "measured" reflectances at 443, 765 and 865 are used in the algorithm as

usual, i.e., no attention is paid to the fact that a stratospheric aerosol may be

present [p_')()_) assumed to be Pt(A)], and the error in the atmospheric correction

at 443 nm is determined. This is identical to the case of SeaWiFS described

above.

2. The stratospheric aerosol is incorporated into the algorithm by simply subtracting

the reflectance at 1380 nm from those at 443,765, and 865, i.e., pt(A) = p_')(A) -

p_')(1380). These are then inserted into the correction algorithm and the error in

the correction at 443 nm is determined.



3. It is assumed that the spectral variation of the optical thickness of the strato-

spheric aerosol is known, e.g., from measurements from the surface. The re-

flectance at 1380 nm (due entirely to the stratospheric aerosol) is scaled by the

ratio of the stratospheric optical depth at the given _, r,(_), to that at (or in the

case of surface measurements, near) 1380 n.m, and subtracted from the measured

reflectances at the other wavelengths, i.e.,

p,()_) = p_.)(>.) r.()_) .0)f1380 _
_-0(1380)v_ _ J

The p_(A) axe then insertedintothe correctionalgorith_mand the error in the

correctionat 443 _ determined.

4. It is assumed that accurate measurements or predictions of the other optical

properties of the stratospheric aerosol, the spectral scattering phase function and

single scattering albedo, along with the spectral variation of the optical depth are

available for the stratospheric aerosol, e.g., from inversions of r_()_) measurements

made at the surface to obtain the size distribution, from which the other optical

properties are computed. 14 Only the stratospheric aerosol concentration is un-

known. It is estimated based on the measurement of p_')(1380). The reflectance

at 1380 nm is then scaled, by the ratio of the single-scattered stratospheric aerosol

reflectances at A to that at 1380 nm, and subtracted from the reflectances in the

visible and NIR, i.e.,

where

_.(_)_.(x)p.(ev,Cv;00,¢0;_) p_')(1380),
w,(1380)r,(1380)p,(8_,¢_;80,¢0;1380)

p.(e_,s.; e0,s0;_) = P.(e_, _) + (r(ev) + r(00))P.(e+,)_),

cos0+ = -}-cos00 cos 0_ - sin00 sin (_ cos(S_ - S0),

and r(a) is the Fresnel reflectance of the interface for an incident angle a. The

parameters r,(_), w.(A), and P.(a, _) are, respectively, the stratospheric aerosol

optical thickness, single scattering albedo, and scattering phase function for a



scattering angle a. The angles 80 and ¢0 are, respectively, the zenith and azimuth

angles of a vector from the point on the sea surface under examination (pixel) to

the sun, and likewise, 6v and Cv are the zenith and azimuth angles of a vector from

the pixel to the sensor. These are measured with respect to the upward normal

so 8v and /90 are both less than 90 °. At 1380 nm, r(a) is set to zero since the

radiation at this wavelength cannot interact with the surface. The resulting values

of pt(A) are then inserted into the correction algorithm and the error at 443 nm

is determined. This procedure is based on the assumption that the stratospheric

aerosol enhancement of pt is all due to single scattering.

5. As in (4) it is assumed that all of the optical properties of the aerosol are known

except the concentration. A one-layer multiple scattering code (with a totally ab-

sorbing lower surface to represent the troposphere) is used to determine "re(1380 )

from p_°)(1380). This determines all of the optical properties of the stratospheric

aerosol. These properties are inserted into a one-layer multiple scattering code

(with a Fresnel-reflecting sea surface as the lower boundary) to compute 6p_')(A),

which is subtracted from the measured reflectances p_*)(A) to provide pt(A). The

resulting values of pt(A) are then inserted into the correction algorithm and the

error at 443 nan is determined. This procedure is based on the assumption that

there is no radiative interaction between the stratospheric aerosol layer and the

other two layers in the visible.

6. Except for the step in which 6p_')(A)is removed from pt(A), this is identical to pro-

cedure 5. Once all of the optical properties of the stratospheric aerosol are known,

they are inserted into a two-layer multiple scattering code (as opposed to a one-

layer code in procedure 5 above) with a Fresnel-reflecting sea surface as the lower

boundary. The top layer consists of the stratospheric aerosol and the lower layer

has only Rayleigh scattering. This incorporates the Rayleigh-stratospheric aerosol



interactionexplicitly (albeit approximatelybecauseof the absenceof the tropo-

sphericaerosol),leavingonlytheRayleigh-troposphericaerosolandstratospheric-

troposphericaerosol interactions not addressed. After subtracting the result of

this computation from p_')(A), the result is inserted into the standard correction

algorithm in which allowance is made for the fact that p, has already been re-

moved along with the stratospheric component. This approach is possible because

the properties of the Rayleigh scattering layer are completely known.

These approaches clearly require increasing amounts of knowledge concerning the optical prop-

erties of the stratospheric aerosol. Although knowledge of these properties may be good in certain

instances, e.g., the E1 Chichon aerosol, 14 in general such will not be available.

4. Results

We begin by presenting the results obtained using these procedures for cases with the E1

Chichon aerosol in the stratosphere with rs = 0.05 and 0.15, and a Maritime aerosol (relative

humidity 80%) with vb = 0.15 in the marine boundary layer. In the absence of stratospheric

aerosol, the algorithm yields an almost perfect atmospheric correction. Figures 3 and 4 provide the

error in the recovered value of tp,,,(443) for each of the procedures above at the scan center (0,, = 0)

and the scan edge (_ _ 45°), as a function of the solar zenith angle. The procedure description

is given on the figures with the symbols. The procedure numbers run from 0 to 6 starting at the

top. The the symbols "3L," "2L," "R," "S," and "(I_+S)" stand for radiances computed from a

three-layer model, a two-layer model, a one-layer model with Rayleigh scattering only, a one-layer

model with stratospheric aerosol scattering only, and a two-layer model with stratospheric aerosols

on the top and molecular scattering in the bottom. Thus, "3L-(R+S)" refers to procedure 6. The

last symbol "2L-R" provides the error that would be observed in the absence of the stratospheric

aerosol. The goal in the presence of the stratospheric aerosol is that the error approach that which

would be obtained were it absent.



Examination of similar plots for the individual cases examined reveal the following for the

best correction procedure, "3L-(R+S)": (1) for a given stratospheric aerosol model, the largest

values of Ap occur at the scan edge with 00 = 60 ° where one would expect the largest effect of

multiple scattering; however, for the cirrus cloud model, the largest error occurs for 00 = 0; (2)

for a given 00, the error for viewing at the scan center is usually less than the error at the scan

edge; (3) with the exception of the cirrus cloud results, the errors are usually negative (too much

radiance has been assigned to the atmosphere) with the aged volcanic aerosol more negative than

the others, presumably due to its moderate absorption; and (4) the general patterns of the error

as a function of 00 at the scan center and edge for a given model remain the same as rb and ro are

varied, but patterns for different stratospheric models are not similar. From these observations it

is clear that the results for the cirrus cloud model are significantly:different from those of the other

three, i.e., the cirrus results are anomalous. This difference must be due to the nature of the cirrus

scattering phase function compared to the others (Figure 1), however, the precise way in which the

anomalies are produced by the phase function is not understood. Thus, as might be expected, the

most complex method of dealing with the stratospheric aerosol (procedure 6 in Section 4, which is

applicable to MODIS) yields the best overall correction.

The results of all of the simulations can be summarized better by presenting the data shown

in Figures 3 and 4 in a different manner. Instead of plotting the actual error as a function of 00 for

the two viewing angles, we present histograms of the error as a function of the stratospheric aerosol

removal algorithm (procedures 1-6) in Figures 5--8. The taller bars represent the maximum value

of Itp_,(A)l for A = 443 nm for the seven combinations. The shorter bars in the histogram represent

the average of Itp_(A)l for A = 443 nm over the remaining six Oo-Su combinations. The horizontal

dashed line is the upper limit of the acceptable error, i.e., 0.002. This manner of presentation makes

it very easy to compare various procedures for dealing with the stratospheric aerosol with MODIS

and for estimating the error when stratospheric aerosols are ignored, e.g., with SeaWiFS.

Several observations can be made regarding the results presented in Figures 5-8. Perhaps the

most evident is the fact the maximum error (long bars) for the cirrus cloud model is so much larger

than that of the others. This is particularly noticeable at low values of rb. This error always occurs

9



at 80 = 0 ° at the scan edge, and its cause is not understood; however, upon appUcation of procedure

number 6, "3L-(R+S)," the cirrus cloud error becomes similar in magnitude to the rest, indicating

that there is a very strong interaction between the stratospheric aerosol and the Rayleigh-scattering

middle layer. It is also evident that in nearly all'cases, the most complex correction procedure "3L-

(R+S)" yields the best results. Simpler procedures, e.g., 4 and 5 that also require full knowledge

of the optical properties of the stratospheric aerosol, provide similar results for the background

and E1 Chichon models, but inferior results for the cirrus cloud and aged volcanic aerosol models.

Unless the most complex procedure can be used, it appears that the simplest procedures 1 and 2

usually provide as good a correction. Recall that procedure number 1 is to ignore the presence of

the stratospheric aerosol, e.g., as in SeaWiFS.

5. Preliminary Conclusions

As discussed above, the most complex algorithm we investigated, "3L-(R+S),"and which could

be used with MODIS, is usually the best. However, it requires full knowledge of the optical

properties of the stratospheric aerosol. In the case of volcanically injected stratospheric aerosol,

estimates of these properties could be obtained from surface measurements, e.g., El Chichon. 14

Implementation would then require computation of "R+S" as a function of ra and the sun-viewing

geometry. Since such aerosols are relatively stable, such an approach may be feasible. In the case of

thin cirrus clouds this appears to be the only approach that is fruitful; however, with the exception

of removing the large error for 90 = 0 near the scan edge, the improvement gained by using this

complex approach is minimal.

Before suggesting that the "3L-(R+S)" algorithm be implemented, it is felt that sensitivity

studies regarding the accuracy with which the optical properties of the stratospheric aerosol are

required should be carried out.
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bars) for the aged volcanic stratospheric aerosol for various combinations of rb and r,: (a) _(865) =
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Abstract

We report an algorithm that can be used to invert the radiance exiting the top and bottom

of the atmosphere to yield the columnar optical properties of the atmospheric aerosol under clear

sky conditions over the oceans. The method is an augmentation of a similar algorithm presented

by Wang and Gordon [Appl. Opt., 32, 4598-4609 (1993)] that =only utilized sky radiance, and

therefore, was incapable of retrieving the aerosol phase function at the large scattering angles that

are of critical importance in remote sensing oceanic and atmospheric properties with satellites.

Well known aerosol models were combined with radiative transfer theory to simulate pseudodata

for testing the algorithm. The tests suggest that it should be possible to retrieve the aerosol

phase function and the aerosol single scattering albedo accurately over the visible spectrum at

aerosol optical thicknesses as large as 2.0. The algorithm is capable of retrievals with such large

optical thicknesses because all significant orders of multiple scattering are included. We believe that

combining an algorithm of this type with surface-based and high altitude aircraft-based radiance

measurements could be useful for studying aerosol columnar optical properties over oceans and

large lakes. The retrieval method is possible over the oceans because, unlike the land surface, its

albedo is low and spatially uniform.
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1. Introduction

In a recent paper, Wang and Gordon 1 reported an algorithm for retrieval of the aerosol phase

function, P(O), where O is the scattering angle, and the aerosol single scattering albedo, w0, from

measurements of the aerosol optical thickness, _'a, and the normalized sky radiance, pt(_i), where _i

is a unit vector corresponding to the ith direction in which the measured radiance is propagating,

over the oceans. The normalized radiance p corresponding to the actual radiance L (mW/cm_pm

Sr) is defined by xL/Fo cos 8o, where 8o is the solar zenith angle and F0 is the extraterrestrial solar

irradiance (mW/cm2pm). The retrieval algorithm, an extension of earlier work by King, s Box and

Deepak, s,4 Nakajima et al., s and Wendisch and yon Hoynunegn-Huene, s included all significant

orders of multiple scattering and, therefore, was not limited to small values of ira. The retrieval

method is possible over the oceans because, unlike the land surface, its albedo is low and nearly

spatially uniform.

The basic idea of the algorithm is to find aerosolpropertiesthat, when insertedinto the

radiativetransferequation (KTE), yieldthe measured valuesofPt(_).Briefly,from initialguesses

for_0 and P(®), the RTE was solvedusing the given (measured) valueof 7",to findthe predicted

sky radiance.The differencesAp(_i) between the predictedand measured sky radianceswere then

used to provide a new phase functionand w0. This was accomplished using the singlescattering

approximation in the followingmanner. First,the scatteringangle $i that would be appropriate

to the singlescatteringofincidentsolarradiationin the direction_i isdetermined for each point

at which the sky radiance ismeasured, i.e.,each _i-Then the errorin the computed sky radiance

isused to estimate the errorA[a_0P(®i)]in the trimvalueofw0P(®_) using the appropriatesingle

scatteringformulas.The valueofa_0P(®_)isthen changed by a fraction(usually0.5)ofA[_0P(®_)]

yieldinga revisedvalue. The revised_0P(®i) is then insertedinto the RTE and new valuesof

Pt(_i)are computed. Finally,the processisrepeateduntilthe measured and computed Pt(_i)arein

agreement within the experimentalerror.Using simulatedpseudodata, Wang and Gordon I found

that the rms errorbetween the measured and computed pt(_i)'scould usuallybe reduced to a

fractionof 1%. Clearly,there are scatteringangles® that are unaccessiblewith thisprocedure,

i.e.,the maximum valueof ® isSm°z = _r/2+ 00,where 00 isthe solarzenithangle.Thus, thereis



no way to derive P(®) for ® > ®m_z. For these angles, Wang and Gordon 1 simply made a guess

for P, e.g., P(®) = P(®,nax) for _ > ®maz. The guess enables derivation of w0 from w0P($)

by integration over solid angle. Through simulations it was found that excellent values of w0 and

P(G), for _ < Smaz, could be retrieved usin_ these ideas. Note that this approach provides a

full multiple scattering inversion of the sky radiance; the single scattering formulas are used only

to provide the direction (increase or decrease), and a coarse estimate of the amount, that w0P($)

should be changed at each step of the iteration.

One goal in developing this algorithm was to provide a means of supplying aerosol optical

properties for vicarious calibration of spaceborne sensors viewing the ocean in the visible and

near infrared regions of the spectrum. 7-1° However, the fact that;P(®) cannot be determined for

® > z'/2 + 00, a range of angles of critical importance in deriving the expected radiance at the

sensor, limits the utility of the method for this application. Thus, we have examined the possibility

of combining surface and aircraft data to determine remotely the columnar phase function over the

full angular range. In this note, we report that such a combination has the potential for providing

excellent retrievals of P(®) and w0. In a later paper, we will provide a full sensitivity analysis to

determine the limitations of the method.

2. Inversion algorithm

The algorithm for combining the surface and aircraft radiance distributions is similar to that

developed by Wang and Gordon I with three differences. First, the complex initial guess procedure

for P(O) and w0 they described was replaced by the assumption of a two-term Henyey-Greenstein

phase function with w0 = 1, as it was found that the initial guesses for these quantities was not

critical. Second, in the case of the TOA radiances, the contribution from Rayleigh scattering does

not have to propagate through the aerosol layer, so Eqs. (5), (8), and (9) of Ref. 1 were modified by

removing the exponential factor. Finally, spline interpolation on log[w0P(®)] was used to provide

woP(®) between the retrieved values, and woP(O) was extrapolated to ® = 0 by fitting log[w0P(®)]

for the four smallest values of O to a quadratic function in _ using least squares.
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3. Simulated Inversions

To test the algorithm, we have used the Shettle and Fenn it Maritime aerosol model with a

relative humidity (RH) of 99% and their Urbart model with RH = 0. The Maritime model is the

more demanding test, as the phase function is more strongIy peaked in the forward direction and

shows significant variability near the rainbow angle (,,- 140°). The Urban model on the other hand

has strong absorption (w0 " 0.6) and provides a test of the algorithm's ability to retrieve w0 in

such cases. The radiance, exiting the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and incident on the sea surface,

was computed using a two-layer successive order of scattering radiative transfer code t with the

aerosols in the lower layer and the molecular scattering component in the upper layer. This should

be a good approximation to the vertical structure of the atmosphere over the oceans in situations

in which the aerosol is locally generated and confined to the marine boundary layer. The surface

radiance in the solar almucantar and principal plane, and the TOA radiance in the principal plane,

computed in this manner, were used as pseudodata to test the retrieval algorithm. It is important

to note, that in the radiative transfer code used in the inversion iteration procedure, the assumed

vertical structure of the aerosol is the same as for that used in the generation of the pseudodata,

i.e., the correct vertical structure, as might be determined from lidar measurements, was used in

the retrieval algorithm.

In applying the algorithm to the pseudodata, we found it was very important not to include

both surface and TOA radiances with similar values of O_, which we call redundant data. The

reason for this is that the multiple scattering effects in redundant data sets can be significantly

different. This slows down convergence of the algorithm. Therefore, the surface almucantar was

used for 0 _< ®i _< 200, the surface principal plane for 200 < Oi < r/2 + 00, and the TOA in the

principal plane for ®i > _r/2 + 00. This was similar to the surface data used in Wang and Gordon. 1

Note that no redundant data was utilized. In the tests described below, the pseudodata density

used in the retrievals was as follows: (1) in the aureole region of the almucantar the pseudodata

were used in 1° increments of azimuth from the sun (_b) from ¢ = 1° to 15°; (2) in the remainder of

the almucantar, the pseudodata were spaced in 5°increments; (3) in the principal plane, the surface

pseudodata were used in ,,, 3° increments in viewing angle (0_, the polar angle associated with _i)



in enough directionsto fill280 < Oi < _'/2+ 80 (with 8_ < 86°);and at the TOA in the principal

plane the pseudodata were employed in _ 7° increments in viewing angle in enough directionsto

fillthe region®i > _r/2+ 8o.For 0o = 60°,thissampling providedPt at the surfacein 63 directions

and at the TOA in 7 directions.

Samples ofthe retrievalsforthe Maritime aerosolmodel with 8o = 60° are provided in Figure

1, which compares the retrieved_0P(O) [circles]and the true_0P(O) [line]as a function of O,

and Figure 2 which provides the % errorin the retrievedvaluesof _0P(®). Figures la and 2a

are for412 nm, while Figures lb and 2b are for 865 nm. At 865 nm the contributionto Pt from

Rayleigh scatteringissmall because the Rayleigh opticalthickness,r_,isonly _ 0.015.In contrast,

at 412 nm the Rayleigh contributionissignificantas r, _ 0.32.-Two aerosolopticalthicknesses

(ra)were examined, 0.2and 2.0,correspondingto a relativelyclearand a very turbidatmosphere,

respectively.

At 865 nan the algorithmretrieveswoP(O) and wo were excellentusing 60 and 120 iterations

for ra = 0.2 and 2.0,respectively.The maximum error inwoP(®) was _ 3.5% near the rainbow

angle and _ 1% elsewhere.We computed the average (overi)of the absolutevalue of the rela-

tivedifferencebetween p_e) the radiancescomputed from the retrieved_0P(®), and the original

(measured) valuesof Pt.By thismeasure, the errorinthe radianceusing the retrieveda_0P(O) was

a small fraction(< 0.1)of 1%.

At 412 um the retrievalaccuracy isalsoexcellentfor the smallerr_, for which the errorin

_0P(®) was usually _ 1.5%; however, for ra = 2.0,even with 300 iterations,the retrievalisnot

as good, particularlyin the vicinityofthe rainbow angle,where the phase functionchanges rapidly

with ® (maximum errorin _0P(®) _ 10%). Multiplescatteringsmooths the rapid variationsin

radiance with _i that are observed near the singlescatteringlimit,and thisreduces the efficacy

of the algorithm near the rainbow angle. Somewhat betterretrievalswere obtained through the

rainbow regionin thiscaseby substitutingTOA psuedodata in placeofthe surfaceprincipalplane

pseudodata. Presumably thisoccursbecause the TOA radiancescorrespondingto scatteringangles

from ® - 120° to 150° for 00 = 60° are lessinfluencedby multiplescatteringthan the principal
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plane radiances. The retrieved values of_0 for the results presented in Figure 1 (both wavelengths)

were all excellent, the error being < 0.1%.

In the case of the Urban model, for which the phase function has no rainbow feature and is

not as sharply peaked in the forward direction, the retrievals were better than those in Figures 1

and 2. Also, the value of_0 was retrieved with an error < 0.1%.

Measurment of the radiance in the aureole region of the ahnucantar with _b = 1 ° is difficult;

however, Nakajima et al.,s have reported aureole measurements down to _b = 2 °. Thus, we have

performed computations similar to those described above, but with a minimum value of 2° for _ in

the almucantar rather than 1 °. For the Urban model at both 412 and 865 nm and the Maritime

model at 865 nm, the results were essentially unchanged from the previous computations for both

ra = 0.2 and 2.0. However, for the Maritime model at 412 um, the retrievals of both ¢o0 and P

were degraded (errors _ 10 - 20% in P for ® > 100 ° - 110°). This appears to be due to the fact

that the Maritime model's phase function at 412 nm is so strongly peaked in the forward direction

(the most so of all of the models used here), and suggests that in such cases the radiance probably

cannot be inverted accurately to provide optical properties without having small-angle radiance

data.

4. Concluding remarks

To our knowledge, the resultspresented here representthe firstinversionof the boundary

radiancesemerging from an opticallythick(multiplyscattering)medium to obtainitsbasicoptical

properties-- w0 and P(O). We believethat the resultsdemonstrate that the retrievalmethod

holds significantpromise forcombining aircraft(orsatellite)and surfacedata to study the columnar

opticalpropertiesofaerosolsoveroceans oroverlargelakes.As such,we are performing a complete

sensitivityanalysisto try to understand the limitationsof the method. This analysisincludes

sensitivityto radiometriccalibrationerrors,variationsin aerosoltype with altitude,the horizontal

spatialvariationsin aerosolproperties,the influenceof polarization,aircraftaltitude,etc. The

resultsof thisstudy,which isnow underway, willbe presentedin a laterpaper.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Comparison between the true woP(®) (solid line) and the retrieved woP(®) (circles) for

the Maritime aerosol model with RH = 99% affd 0o = 60°: (a) 412 rim; (b) 865 rim. Lower curves

are for r== 0.2, upper curves for ro = 2.0. Values for r_ = 2.O are × 10.

Figure 2. % Error in a,oP(®) for ro = 0.2 (dashed line) and 7"== 2.0 (solid line): (a) 412 rim; (b)

865 m_.
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Figure 1. Comparison between the true woP(®) (solid line) and the retrieved woP(®) (circles) for

the Maritime aerosol model with RH = 99% and #0 = 60°: (a) 412 nm; (b) 865 nm. Lower curves

are for 7"a = 0.2, upper curves for v_ = 2.0. Values for ra = 2.0 are x 10.
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Al_tract

We demonstrate, through Monte Carlo simulations,thatsignificantperturbationsto sky radi-

ance measurements over the ocean can occur when measurements are carriedout usingradiometers

locatedon islands.In particular,we presentexamples of the influenceof the physicaland optical

thicknessesof an aerosollayer,the azimuth ofobservationrelativeto the sun, the sizeofthe island,

the locationof the radiometer on the island,and the albedo ofthe island,on the magnitude ofthe

perturbationfora circularislandof uniform albedo. Relativeerrorsin sky radiance of as high as

39% were found in the blue. Simulated (perturbed)sky radianceswere combined with an algo-

rithm for retrievingthe aerosolphase functionP(®), where ® isthe scatteringangle,and single

scatteringalbedo o_0,to demonstrate how the perturbationcan influencetheirretrievedvalues.It

was found that the fractionalerrorin the retrievedvaluesof the product o_0P(_) can be signif-

icantlygreaterthan that in the sky radiance,because of the effectsof multiple scattering.This

underscoresthe importance of removing the islandperturbationpriorto employing an inversion

algorithm. Fortunately,the relativesky radiance perturbationisa weak functionof P(®), so a

correctionisfeasible.



1. Introduction

There is a need to understand the columnar properties of aerosols over the ocean (a) for atmo-

spheric correctionlof ocean color sensors, e.g., the Sea-viewing wide-field-of-view sensor (SeaWiFS),=

and (b) for aiding retrieval of aerosol properties over the ocean from similar instruments. 1'3 Wang

and Gordon 4 have presented a method for retrieving the aerosol columnar phase function and sin-

gle scattering albedo from measurements of the aerosol optical thickness and sky radiance over the

ocean, through iteratively solving the radiative transfer equation (RTE) until the measured and

predicted (based on the aerosol phase function and single scattering albedo) sky radiance agree

within experimental error. Their method was an extension of earlier work by King, s Box and

Deepak, 6J Nakajima et al.,s and Wendisch and von Hoynunegn-Huene, 9 and basically works be-

cause the surface albedo of the ocean is low and known. The ideal platform for such measurements

is a ship; however, for a variety of reasons, e.g., cost and the simplicity of a stable platform, it is

more convenient of locate instruments on islands. Unfortunately, even a small island will perturb

the light field intuits vicinity if its albedo is significantly different from that of the ocean. It is im-

portant to have an understanding of the extent of such perturbations to determine the suitability

of potential station locations and, perhaps, to provide a first-order correction for the effect. In this

paper we present the results of simulations aimed at providing an assessment of the possible extent

of the perturbation.

We begin by describing the Monte Carlo simulation techniques we developed for this problem

in the special case that the island is a circular disk. Then we operate the simulation code to provide

examples of the sky radiance perturbation as a function of the size of the island, the optical thickness

of the aerosol, the physical thickness of the aerosol layer, the position of the sensor on the island,

and the albedo of the island. Finally, we apply the aerosol retrieval technique of Wang and Gordon 4

to simulated measurements and show how the island perturbation influences the retrieval of the

phase function. In an appendix we provide an alternate Monte Carlo approach that is applicable

to an island of any shape. A code based on this approach could be used to provide a first-order

correction to the perturbation.



2. Computational Procedure

The distribution and propagation of light field in the atmosphere is goverened by the radiative

transfer equation (B.TE). There are several ways to solve the equation for a plane parallel atmo-

sphere where the light field is invariant to translation in all directions parallel to the boundaries.

However, in the presence of a perturbation that destroys this invariance (the island), the Backward

Monte Carlo (BMC) method is the most straightforward. In the BMC procedure, the photon paths

are simulated from the detector to the source. The procedure begins with the emission of a photon

from the detector in a direction exactly opposite to the direction in which the radiance is desired.

The distance the photon travels before interacting in the medium is determined from random sam-

piing based on the beam attenuation coefficient of the medium. Upon scattering, the new direction

the photon travels is generated by sampling the scattering phase function. When the photon is

scattered, however, it may strike the surface of the sea or the surface of the island. In the former

case the direction of the photon is determined from Fresnel's laws of reflection, while in the latter

case the new direction is sampled from the bidirectional reflection distribution function (BKDF) of

the island. At each interaction with the medium, the possibility that the photon will be scattered

in a direction which would allow it to propagate to the sun, either directly, or by reflection from

the sea surface or the island, is computed and collected.

Figure 1 describes the geometry of the RTE problem. The atmosphere is assumed to be

composed of two layers, with aerosol scattering confined to the lower layer and molecular scattering

to the upper layer. The lower boundary of the medium is the ocean. The island is assumed to be

circular in shape (radius R) and to be a lambertian reflector. The radiometer is placed anywhere

on the island. The z-axis is normal to the sea surface and is directed upward from the center of the

island. The z-axis is the projection of the solar beam on the sea surface. The _-axis is determined

by the right-hand-rule.

There are three paths the photon can take toward the sun at each interaction in the atmosphere:

(1) the photon can be scattered in a direction toward the sun; (2) it can be scattered toward the

sea surface and Fresnel-reflected toward the sun; or (3) it can be scattered toward the island and

be diffusely reflected by the island in a direction toward the sun. In each case the Monte Carlo



estimator is related to the probability that the photon will exit the atmosphere toward the sun. At

the _th interaction for a given photon, the contribution to the radiance from the first path, L1 is

simply

L1 = aJ_P(01 )T(interaction --* sun) (1)

where w0 and P(O) are the single scattering albedo and scattering phase function of the atmosphere

(for a scattering angle 0) at the interaction point, ®1 is the angle between the direction of propa-

gation of the photon from the previous interaction point and a vector from the present interaction

point to the sun, and T(interaction --, sun) is the atmospheric transmittance of the atmosphere

from the interaction point to the top of the atmosphere in the direction of the sun. Likewise, the

contribution to the radiance from path 2, L2, is _

L2 = w_e(®2)T(interaction---,surface---,sun)R/, (2)

where 02 is the angle between the directionof propagation of the photon from the previous

interactionpoint and a vector from the present interactionto the sea surfacein such a direc-

tion that, iffollowedby a photon, itwould be Fresnel-reflectedin a directiontoward the sun.

T(interaction---,surface---,sun) isthe transmittance of the atmosphere from the present inter-

actionpoint to the sea surfaceand then from the sea surfaceto the top of the atmosphere in a

directiontoward the sun. R! isthe Fresnelreflectivityof the air-seainterface.R/ isset to zero

ifthe path -- interaction--,surface-- intersectsthe island,i.e.,L2 = 0 ifthe islandprevents

specularreflectionfrom the surfacein the directionof the sun.

The contribution from the third process -- scattering toward the island followed by diffuse

refection from the island toward the sun -- is more complex. This is because at each interaction

the contribution, L3, to the radiance is an integral over all possible paths that the photon can take

toward the island and then be scattered by the island toward the sun. It is given by

p(_" ---, _o )T( _#)T( _o) d_( _'),

where _" is a unit vector from collision n - 1 to coMsion n, _' is a unit vector from collision n to

a point on the island (Figure 1), and _0 is a unit vector from a point on the island in a direction



toward the sun,T(_')isthe atmospherictransmittancefrom collisionn to the islandinthe direction

_',and T(_0) isthe atmospheric transmittancefrom the islandto the sun. di2(_')isa differential

insolidanglearound the direction_',and Px(_t_ _0) isthe probabilitythat radiancepropagating

inthe direction_ willbe scatteredby the islandin the direction_0- Sincethe islandislambertian,

A

C0)= cos00,

where A isthe albedo of the islandand 80 isthe solarzenithangle.Thus,

Note that thisisactuallya double integraland that itmust be evaluatedat each collision.Thus,

the key to includingthe islandeffectsin the radiativetransferprocessisthe evaluationof Eq. (3)

at each collision.A simplepossibilityforevaluatingthe integralisto replaceitby a Monte Carlo

estimate,i.e.,if_'is chosen from a uniform distributionof directionswithin ft',the solidangle

subtended by the islandat the collisionpoint,then

N

i -,=/_,)T(_,) P(_" _ _')T(_')dft(_'), (4)
N---* oo

i=l

where the index i refers to one of the N individual samples of_'. However, we still need to compute

the solid angle f/' (Figure 1) in order to normalize the uniform probability density used to compute

_t. This is also a double integral. Fortunately, it can be determined directly as a sum of elliptic

integrals when the island is circular in shape; however, in the general case the evaluation of f/'

cannot be carried out analytically.

Itispossibleto avoid evaluationof ft'by replacingdf_(_')by Id'• n'[dA(_')/r'2'where dA is

the islandareasubtended by the solidangledf/(_'),rtisthe distancefrom the interactionpoint to

dA, i.e.,X/(z - z')2 + (Y - y,)2+ z2'and/_'isthe unitnormal to the islandsurfaceat the position

of dA. Now, the point (z',yt,O) on the islandischosen from a uniform distributionin area,and

the estimatorbecomes

_,)T(_,) P(_" _')T(_') dft(_'). (5)
P(C-'" "'= -"



Thus, the priceof avoidingthe computation of CY isthe introductionofa singularityin thisportion

of the estimatorfor L3. Clearly,photons that interactwith the atmosphere closeto the islandwill

make a largecontributionto L3, which willincreasethe varianceof the estimate. The obvious

method of coping with the singularityisto use "Eq.(4)forphotons closeto the island,and Eq. (5)

elsewhere.In our Monte Carlo code, satisfactoryresultsare obtained ifEq. (5) isused whenever

the interactionpoint (z,y,z) is at a distancegreater than 0.1R from any point on the island.

Evaluationof the integralsin Eqs.(4)or (5)requiressplittingthe photon intoN components (each

with weight 1/N) at each interaction;however, we found that such splittingdid not improve the

accuracy of the resultsappreciably,so the integralin questionwas evaluated at each interaction

with N = 1.

3. Atmospheric Models

In our simulationswe assume that the atmosphere consistsoftwo homogeneous layerswith the

aerosolsin the lower layer,and the molecular scattering(Rayleighscattering)in the upper layer.

The physicalthicknessof the lower layer,h istaken to be 1 or 2 kin. The opticalcharacteristics

of the aerosolwere generated from the models provided by Shettleand Fenn.I° In particular,we

used the model sizedistributionsand refractiveindicesfortheirTropospheric model at a relative

humidity (RH) of80% (whichwe indicateby T80) and the Gordon and Wang ICoastalmodel, which

isbased on a combination ofShettleand Fenn'sTroposphericand Oceanic models with RH = 80%

(designatedas C80) to generate the scatteringphase functionscorresponding to a wavelength of

443 nm. These are provided in Figure 2. For allofour computations the singlescatteringalbedo

of the aerosolwas taken to be unity.

4. Assessment of the Impact of the Island on sky radiance

In thissectionwe presenttheresultsofsimulationsinwhich we varythe valuesofthe significant

parameters:R -- the radiusofthe island;h -- the physicalthicknessofthe aerosol;7"_-- the aerosol

opticalthickness;_ -- the azimuth of the viewing directionrelativeto the sun (solarazimuth isat

= 0);the positionof the sensoron the island;and the aerosolphase function.Unless otherwise



stated,the Rayleigh opticalthickness,r_,istaken to be 0.25(wavelength .._437 nm), C80 isused

as the aerosolmodel to generate the aerosolphase function,and the albedo (A) of the islandis

unity.

Since our computations carriedout using the Monte Carlo methods and have an inherent

statisticalerror,itisimportant to understand the accuracy with which they are performed. To

effectthis,we have carriedout one simulationin which 10z photons were ejectedfrom the source

at _ = 90° with r_ = ro = 0.25and h = 2 kin. Both the solarzenithangle,0o,and the viewing

angle,#v,were 60°,i.e.,viewing was in the almucantar of the sun. The resultingLt = Ll ÷ L2 + Ls

was tabulatedfor each 104 photons. The average of Lt, normalized to the extraterrestrialsolar

irradiance(F0), was 0.052075 for the 107 photons. In thismanner, we have 10s independent

simulations.For each of the I0s independent simulationsthe number of occurrencesof Lt were

binned in increments of 0.0005,e.g.,the number ofoccurrencesof Lt in ranges 0.0500 to 0.0505,

0.0505 to 0.0510,etc.were recorded.Figure 3 providesthe resultinghistogram of the number of

occurrences.For thiscase,itisseen that the standard deviationof the distributionis_ 0.0016,

or the statisticalerrorin Lt when 104 photons are releasedfrom the detectoris_ 3%. In most of

our simulations,between 108 and 10z photons are processed,so the relativeerrorin the thiscase

would be _ 0.3 to 0.1%. In the lightof Figure 3, the statisticalerrorin the magnitude of Lt is

expected to be wellbelow the perturbationin the magnitude of Lt caused by the presence of the

island(seeFigure 4b inparticularwhere the perturbationin Lt was ,._25% for thiscase).Had we

employed Eq. (5)at allofthe interactions,ratherthan using Eq. (4)when the interactionwas close

tothe island,the principaldifferencebetween the resultinghistogram and Figure 3 isthe occasional

occurrenceof a largevalue of Lt, e.g.,Lt _ 0.094 was obtained once in 1000 simulations.In the

absence of the island,our BMC code reproduces the radiancescomputed with a successiveorder

of scatteringcode11'12within 0.1-0.2%. Also, Lt approaches that fora plane parallelatmosphere

bounded by a lambertian surfaceofinfiniteextentas R becomes large.

The influenceofthe variationofto and h on theradianceL, normalized to F0,inthe almucantar

of the sun (0v --00) with #0 = 60°,ispresentedin Figures4a, 4b, and 4c corresponding to _ = 0,

90, and 180°, respectively.In thisfigurethe sensoris located at the centerof the island,and



symmetry dictatesthat the additionalradiance caused by the presence of the island(La) isthe

same for allviewing directions(thisissatisfiedin our computations);however, the contribution

from specular reflectionby the sea surface(L2) willdepend on the viewing angle by virtueof

the island'sblockingof a portionof the sea surface.Thus, the perturbationcaused by the island

willhave a weak dependence on the viewing azimuth. The computations clearlydemonstrate the

effectof an increasingradiance measured as the sizeof the islandisincreased.As expected,the

perturbationismost significantin viewing directionsforwhich the radiance in the absence of the

islandissmall,i.e.,directionsfarfrom the solaraureole.The perturbationisseen to increasevery

slowlywith r,,,e.g.,forh = 2 km and _b= 90°,the relativeerrorinthe sky radiance,ALt/Lt, only

increasesfrom 18% to 29% as _'oincreasesfrom 0.1 to 0.5.Decreasing the thicknessof the aerosol

layer,but keeping r_ fixed,isseentoincreasethe perturbation,as thisincreasesthe probabilitythat

an aerosol-scatteredphoton willinteractwith the island.Thus, we see that even for a relatively

smallisland,e.g.,R _ 1 kin,the perturbationofthe radiancecan reach nearly10% in some of the

examples provided here.

One obvious method of reducing the perturbationis to move the sensor to the edge of the

islandsuch that _b= 0 correspondsto the sensorviewing the sun in linewith the centerof the

island.In thismanner, measurements at _ __90° would be carriedout looking over open water.

Note that inthiscasethe symmetry isbroken and the radianceadded by the presenceof the island

(L3) isno longerindependent of _. Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c compare the resultingperturbations

computed for h = 1 km when thisstrategyisemployed. For _ = 180° (Figure 5c),there isa

significantdecrease (as much as 90%) in the islandperturbation,while for _b= 90° (Figure 5b)

the decreaseisconsiderablyless,i.e.,_ 50 - 70%. For _ = 10° (Figure5a) there isessentiallyno

change in the perturbation,and thisimpliesthere isa net gain in the accuracy of the measured

sky radianceby moving the sensorfrom the centerto the edge of the island.

Figure 6 provides an example of the change in the perturbationwhen the islandalbedo is

reduced from 1.0 to 0.5. In the example shown, for R _ 2 km the perturbation isreduced by

1/2,suggestingthatforsmallislandsphotons usuallyinteractonce with the island.In contrast,



for R = 8 km the perturbation is reduced to .-_ 40% of its original value indicating multiple

interactions with the island.

In Figure 7 we provide an example of the influence of the shape of the aerosol phase function

on the perturbation of the light field. The figure compares the magnitude of the perturbations

when the aerosol phase functions are computed using the C80 and T80 aerosol models (Figure 2),

and shows that ALt/Lt is a weak function of the aerosol phase function. This suggests that a

correction for the island perturbation may be possible with only a coarse estimate of the aerosol

phase function.

5. Impact on retrieval of aerosol optical properties

In this section, we provide examples of the influence of the island perturbation on the retrieval

of aerosol optical properties. For this, we apply the method described by Wang and Gordon 4 for

retrieving the columnar aerosol phase function and single scattering albedo from measurements

of ra and the sky radiance Lt in the solar almucantar and the principal plane. Pseudodata was

generated for an island with R = 5 kin, A = 1, and 00 = 60 °, with the sensor located at the center

and at the edge of the island. The aerosol optical properties were taken from the C80 aerosol model

(with w0 = 1), and the physical and optical thicknesses of the aerosol layer were, respectively, 1

km and 0.25. Figure 8 provides the fractional error in Lt in the solar almucantar induced by

the island for both sensor positions. Note the significant improvement obtained for _b _> 90 ° by

moving the sensor from the center to the edge of the island. Figure 9 shows the excellent retrieval

of the phase function for ® _< 145 ° in the absence of the island. Note that for ® >_ 145 ° the

values of woP are (exponentially) extrapolated to 180°using the last five points for ® > 120 °. This

extrapolation is used to complete the phase function for the iterative retrieval procedure and for

estimating the value of w0. In this simulation, the retrieved value of w0 was 0.984 compared to the

correct value of unity. In Figure 10 we show retrievals obtained with the sensor on the island. The

strong perturbation by the island manifests in values of woP(®) that are too large. In fact, the

fractional error in woP(®) can be as much as a factor of two for some values of 0 when the sensor

is at the center of the island. This causes the retrieved values of w0 to even be > 1 (1.04 and 1.12
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using the island edge and center pseudodata, respectively). Note that the placing of the sensor at

the edge does not completely solve the perturbation problem. There is still significant error for

40 ° _ O _ 80 °. It should be possible to remove much of this error by using the retrieved phase

function to correct Lt for the island's perturbation.

6. Concluding remarks

In this paper we have demonstrated through simulations that significant perturbations to the

sky radiance over the ocean can occur when measurements of Lt are carried out using radiometers

located on islands. In particular we showed how the physical and optical thicknesses of the aerosol,

the azimuth of observation relative to the sun, the size of the island, the location of the radiometer

on the island, and the albedo of the island, influence the magnitude of the perturbation, which can

reach as much as ._ 40% or more of the unperturbed radiance. We then combined the simulated

(perturbed) sky radiance with an algorithm for retrieving the aerosol phase function and single

scattering albedo to demonstrate how the perturbation can influence the retrieved values ofw0P(®).

It is interesting to note that the fractional error in the retrieved w0P(®) can be significantly greater

than that in Lt (compare Figure for _ _> 90 ° and Figure 20 for (9 >_ 60°). This effect is due to

multiple scattering, and underscores the importance of the removal of the island's perturbation prior

to employing an inversion algorithm. Fortunately, the perturbation ALt/Lt is a weak function of

the aerosol phase function, so a correction (perhaps even an iterative procedure with the inversion

algorithm) is feasible. In the following appendix we provide a modified Monte Carlo computational

procedure with which one can assess the influence of an island of arbitrary shape and position-

dependent albedo on Lt. Such a code could be used to effect a correction for the island perturbation.

Appendix: An alternate computational procedure for an Island of arbitrary shape

One difficultywith our Monte Carlo approach describedin Section2 isthe necessityof com-

puting fl_(Figure 1) when the photon iscloseto the island.This computation istractableonly

when the islandhas a simple shape,e.g.,a circulardisk.An alternateprocedure isrequiredforan

11



island of arbitrary shape. Here, we present a simple modification of the procedure presented in the

text.

As describedin Section 2, there are three contributionsto the Monte Carlo estimator (LI,

L2, and Ls). In the revisedapproach, the procedures for LI and L2 are unchanged, but Ls is

computed using a completely differentapproach. Rather than estimatingthe L3 contributionat

each interaction(Section2),the estimateismade only when the photon actuallystrikesthe island.

When thisoccurs,the estimateof L3 (assuming as beforethat the islandisa larnbertianreflector)

is

L_ - ,,,_A cos 00

where n isthe number of collisionsmade by the photon beforestrikingthe island.This completely

avoidsthe computation of f/_.At each interactionone need only compute LI and then determine

ifthe photon could specularlyreflectfrom the surfacetoward the sun (to determine ifL2 makes

a contribution).Finally,between any two collisionsone must determine ifthe islandintersects

the path, in which case L3 isgiven by the above equation. Clearly,an arbitrarilyshaped island

representslittleadditionaldifficulty.Also,a spatiallydependent islandalbedo isstraightforward

to implement.

We have implemented thisprocedure for a circularisland.Figure II provides the resulting

statisticsforthe same simulationas presentedin Figure 3,which used the procedure describedin

Section2. Comparison of the two figuresshows that the alternatetechniquefor dealingwith the

island'scontributionto Lt isas effectiveas our earlier,and more complex, approach.

12
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Flgure Captlons

Figure I. Schematic forcomputing the island'scontributionto the sky radiance.

Figure2. Aerosol scatteringphase functionsused in the simulations.

Figure3. Histogram of the number ofoccurrencesofgivenvaluesof Lt in intervalsof0.0005 x 10-2

for1000 simulationsof104 photons each. The dottedlinerepresentsthe estimateofthe mean value

of Lt forthe 107 photons.

Figure 4. Computed value of Lt as a functionof R for C80, 0o = 00 = 60°,ra = 0.i,0.25,and

0.5,and h = 1 and 2 km with the radiometer locatedat the centerof the island:(a) _ = 10°;(b)

= 90°;(c) _b= 180°.

Figure 5. Comparison between the computed valuesof Lt as a functionof R with the radiometer

at the centerand the edge ofthe islandforC80, 0, = 00 = 60°,7"a= 0.1,0.25,and 0.5,and h = 1

km: (a)@ - 10°;(b) @ = 90°;(c)@ = 180°.

Figure 6. Comparison between the computed valuesofLt asa functionof R with the island'salbedo

A = 0.5 and 1.0,the radiometer at the centerof the island,phase function C80, 0u = 00 = 60°,

r_ = 0.1,0.25,and 0.5,and h = 1 kin.

Figure 7. Comparison between the computed valuesof Lt as a functionof R forphase functions

C80 and T80, with the radiometer at the centerof the island,8,,= 00 = 60°,_'_= 0.1,0.25,and

0.5,and h = 1 km.

Figure 8. Relativeerrorin Lt inthe almucantar of the sun (00 = 60°) as a functionofthe azimuth

angle for a radiometer locatedat the centerand edge of the island.For thesecurves,r, = 0.25,

7"_= 0.25,h = 1 kin,and R = 5 kin.

Figure 9. Comparison between the retrievedand the true valuesof w0P(O) employing simulated

sky radiance pseudodata in the absence of the island.7"r= 0.25,Ta = 0.25,h = 1 km, and R = 5

km.
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Figure 10. Comparison between the retrieved and the true values of ta0P($) employing simulated

sky radiance pseudodata obtained at the center and the edge of the island, rr = 0.25, r_ = 0.25,

h = 1 kin, and R = 5 km.

Figure 11. Histogram of the number of occurrences of given values of Lt in intervals of 0.0005

x 10 -2 for 1000 simulations of 104 photons each, utilizing the method described in the Appendix

for computing the contribution L3. The dotted line represents the estimate of the mean value of

Lt for the l0 T photons.
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in the simulations.
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Abstract

A methodology for delineatingthe influenceof finitespectralband widths and significant

out-of-bandresponse of sensorsforremote sensingof ocean colorisdeveloped and applied to the

Sea-viewingWide-Field-of-viewSensor (SeaWiFS). The basisof the method isthe applicationof

the sensor'sspectralresponsefunctionsto the individualcomponents of the top-of-the-atmosphere

(TOA) radianceratherthan the TOA radianceitself.For engineeringpurposes,thisapproach allows

one to assesseasily(and quantitatively)the potentialof a particularsensordesignformeeting the

system -- sensorplus algorithms-- performance requirements.

In the case of SeaWiFS, two significantconclusionsare reached. First,itisfound that the

out-of-bandeffectson the water-leavingradiancecomponent of the top of the atmosphere radiance

are ofthe order ofa few percentcompared to a sensorwith narrow spectralresponse.This implies

thatverificationthat the SeaWiFS system -- sensorplus algorithms-- meets the goalofproviding

the water-leavingradiancein the bluein clearocean water to within5% willrequiremeasurements

of the water-leavingradiance over the entirevisiblespectrum as opposed to just narrow-band

(10-20 nIn) measurements in the blue. Second, itisitisfound that the atmospheric correction

of SeaWiFS can be degraded by the influenceof water vapor absorptionin the shouldersof the

atmospheric correctionbands in the near infrared.This absorptioncauses an apparent spectral

variationof the aerosolcomponent between these two bands that willbe uncharacteristicof the

actualaerosolpresent,leadingtoan errorincorrection.This effectisdependent on the water vapor

contentof the atmosphere. At typicalwater vapor concentrationsthe errorislargerfor aerosols

with a weak spectralvariationin reflectancethan forthose displayinga strong spectralvariation.

Ifthe water vapor contentisknown, a simpleprocedure isprovided to remove the degradationof

the atmospheric correction.Uncertaintyin the water vapor content willlimitthe accuracy of the

SeaWiFS correctionalgorithm.
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1. Introduction

In developing algorithms for ocean remote sensing data acquired by earth-orbiting satellites

in the visible, where the spectrum of the radiance scattered by the ocean-atmosphere system in

the atmospheric transmission windows is a relatively smooth function of wavelength, it is usually

assumed that the spectral response of the instrument is a Dirac delta function, i.e., the necessary

radiative transfer (RT) computations for a given spectral band are carried out at a single wavelength.

In this paper a methodology is developed for adapting such computations to sensors with nominal

spectral bandwidths ,,- 20-40 nm, and with significant out-of-band response. As a working example,

we apply the analysis to the Sea-viewing Wide-Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) t scheduled for

launch in 1995. The radiometric specifications of SeaWiFS are presented in the Appendix.

We begin by reviewing the decomposition of the measured atmosphere-leaving radiance into

components resulting from Rayleigh scattering, aerosol scattering, and radiance backscattered out

of the ocean. Then the process of combining the top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiance with

the spectral response of the sensor is discussed and applied to the individual components of the

TOA radiance using simulations that include the absorption of atmospheric Ozone but ignore the

influence of other absorbing gases such as H20 and 02. The influence of absorption by these gases

is then considered in the next section. Finally, the overall influence of the spectral band width and

out-of-band response on atmospheric correction is discussed along with techniques for minimizing

the effects in the case of SeaWiFS.

2. Decomposition of the measured radiance

Consider a spherical coordinate system at the sea surface with the z-axis toward the zenith and

the z-y plane on the sea surface. A vector directed toward the sun has polar and azimuth angles 80

and ¢0, respectively, and a vector directed toward the sensor has polar and azimuth angles 0_ and

_bv, respectively. The radiance exiting the top of the atmosphere (TOA) in a direction specified by

(0_, ¢_), Lt(A), at any wavelength A is given by _

(i)



where L_ isthe reflectance resulting from multiple scattering by air molecules (Rayleigh scattering)

in the absence of aerosols, La isthe reflectanceresulting from multiple scattering by aerosols in the

absence of the air,L_ is the interaction term between molecular and aerosol scattering,3 and Lw

is the water-leaving reflectance. The term L,a accounts for the interaction between Rayleigh and

aerosol scattering,e.g.,photons firstscattered by the airthen scattered by aerosols,or photons first

scattered by aerosols then air,etc. This term iszero in the singlescattering case, in which photons

are only scattered once, and itcan be ignored as long as the amount ofmultiple scattering issmall,

i.e.,at small Rayleigh and aerosol optical thicknesses. The contribution from specular reflectionof

the solar beam from the sea surface (sun glitter)isignored because the scan plane of most color

sensors can be tiltedto avoid the glitterpattern. In this equation, t isthe diffusetransmittance of

the atmosphere. It isapproximated by

where

ta(Ov,A)---- exp[ [1 -Wa(A)Fa(pv,A)]va(A)], (3)
P_

#,, = cos 0,,, 7-_, roz, and r,_ are, respectively, the Rayleigh, Ozone, and aerosol optical thicknesses,

and wG is the aerosol single scattering albedo. F.(p_, A) is related to the scattering phase function

of the aerosol and is given by

1/01F_(pv, A) = _ P_(a, A) dp de,

where Po(a, A) is the aerosol phase function at A (normalized to 47r) for a scattering angle a, and

cos( = + - -,4)cos

If 0_ is _< 60 ° the factor [1 - w_(A)Fa(/_, A)] is usually << 1, so t_ depends only weakly on the

aerosol optical thickness and is usually taken to be unity.

The retrieval of L,#(A) from Lt(A) is called atmospheric correction. To effect this, L_(A) +

La(A) + L,a(A) must be estimated. The initial development of the atmospheric correction algorithm

for the Coastal Zone Color Scanner 4's (CZCS), the proof-of-concept ocean color instrument, was

based on the assumption of single scattering, wherein L_,_(A) = 0 and

L,(A) = (4)

4



where

(r(ov)+

cos #± = 4- cos #0 cos O,, - sin #0 sin O,,cos(¢_ - ¢o),

w_ = 1, P_ is the Rayleigh scattering phase function, and r(a) is the Fresnel reflectance of the

air-sea interface for an incident angle or. F0()_ ) is the instantaneous extraterrestrial solar h-radiance

F0()_) reduced by two trips through the Ozone layer, i.e.,

Fo( )= Fo()_)To=()_)= Fo(._)exp[-ro=(._)i] (5)

where To=()_) is the two-way transmittance of the Ozone layer, ro=()_) is the Ozone optical thickness,

and M is the two-way air mass:

1) =M= + .
cos 80

The aerosol radiance in the single scattering approximation, L_'()_), is given by a similar expres-

sion with the subscript "r" replaced by "a" for aerosol (w= <_ 1). Typically the single scattering

approximation leads to an error of _ 5% in L_(A). e In contrast, the error in L= ÷ L,= estimated

by single scattering is of the order of 30-90%, depending on the aerosol model and geometry; 2

however, L= ÷ L_= is approximately o¢ L_*, i.e.,

Lo()_) + L,,_()_) = C(#,,, ¢_, 8o, ¢0, L:'(_), )_) L:'()_), (6)

where C(O,_, _b_, O0, ¢0, L_'()_), )_) depends only weakly on L_'()_) and )_. For example, for the sim-

ulations presented in Figures 1 and 2 ofRef. 2 for 80 = 60 ° , ¢0 = 0, 9_ _ 45 ° , and ¢_ = 90 ° ,

the quantity C(0_, ¢_, 00, ¢0, L_'()_), )_) shows a near-linear dependence on L_'()_), and varies from

,,_ 1.79 at 865 nm to ,-, 1.88 at 443 nm for the Maritime aerosol model with a relative humid-

ity of 98% (M98), while for the Tropospheric model with a relative humidity of 70% (T70), the

corresponding variation was from -_ 1.33 to ,,_ 1.26. In contrast, the values of L_'(443)/L_'(865)

ranged from 1.9 for M98 to 4.2 for T70. Thus, the spectral variation of L_'(_) far exceeds that

of C(#_,¢_,00,_b0,L_'(A),A). Note, however, that the spectral variation in L_*(A) is still small

compared to L$'(A): L',.'(443)/L_°(865) _ 28.

In the proposed SeaWiFS atmospheric correction algorithm, 2 all of the effects of multiple scat-

tering are included, e.g., Lr is computed using a multiple scattering code (including polarization).

5



However, for the purposes of including the effects of the sensor's spectral response, it is legitimate

to utilizethe singlescatteringapproximation,i.e.,Lr(A) = L_'(A)and

L°(A)+ L,°(A)= C(O , Oo, (7)

sincethe L_" and L_* terms containnearlyallofthe spectralvariationof Lr and L= + Lr=, respec-

tively.Note, we win now assumean L',,°(A)-and wavelength-independentC(O_,,¢,,,0o,4?o,L_°(A),A),

i.e.,the aerosolmultiplescatteringeffectsare assumed to be independentof L_°(A)and wavelength.

3. Band averaging

We now compute the expected radiance at the sensor,given the spectralresponse Si(A) of

the ithspectralband. Si(A) providesthe output current(or voltage)from the detectorfora unit

radianceofwavelength A, e.g.,f Si(A)dA would be the output currentfora spectrallyflatsourceof

radiance ofmagnitude i mW/cm2pm Sr. We definethe "band" radianceforthe ith spectralband

when viewing a sourceofradiance L(A) to be

(L(A))s, f L(A)Si(A)dA
= f (8)

The output current(orvoltage)willthen be oc(L(A))s_.

lff ]

lff 2
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Figure 1. Spectral response of SeaWiFS band 8, nor-

malized such that f St(A)dA = 1. Data are taken
from Barnes et al. 7



In the case of SeaWiFS, some bands have significant out-of-band response. An example is

shown in Figure 1 which provides Ss for Band 8, nominally 845-885 nm. Note the significant

response from _ 520-580 nm and near 750 nm. In fact, when viewing a source for which L(_) oc

A-4F0(_), e.g., L_", approximately 9% of the signal in Band 8 derives from _ < 600 nm. In contrast,

only about 0.7% of the signal derives from _ < 600 nm for a spectrally fiat source.

3.A. Band-averaged L,

In the notation of Eq. (8),

(L,(A))s, = (v_(A)F_(A))s,G(8o, 8,, ¢,),

where G(8o, By, Cv) is a purely geometrical factor, ff we ignored the presence of the Ozone layer,

F_ = F0, and we could write

(r,(A)F0(A))s, = (r,(A))Fos,<F0(A))s,,

where

(_,(_)>FoS, $ _,(_)F0(_)S,(_)d_ (9)
- f F0(_)S,(_) d_

This is very convenient because it separates m'_and Fo and allows us to carry out the computation

of I_ - L,/Fo for Band i by using (r.(A))Fos, for the Rayleigh optical thickness. Multiplication of

Ir by (F0()k)>s, then yields the desired (L_(),))s,. To include the effect of Ozone, we hypothesize

that since ro=M << 1,

<_',(:_)Fg(_,)>s,-=(_',(X)>Fos,(Eo(_,))s,e=p[-<ro,(_)>FoS,M]. (10)

We tested this hypothesis by utilizing the predicted Si()_) for the SeaWiFS bands. 7 To effect the

test, r_(A) was taken from Travis and Hansen: s

T,= 0.008569A -4 (1+ 0.0113A-2 + 0.00013A-4), (li)

where A is in/zm. Following Andr_ and Morel 9 the Ozone absorption coefficient ko=()_) was taken

from Nicolet} ° The value of to= is related to ko= by

DU

_o=(_)= ko,(_) 1-_-0,



where DU isthe Ozone concentrationinmAtm-cm (Dobson Units).F0(A) was taken from Neckel

and Labs. 11 Table 1 providesa comparison between the right-and left-handsidesofEq. (10)foran

Ozone concentrationof 350 DU. The large% differenceforBand 8 isdue to the significantout-

Table 1:% differencebetween the right(R) and left(L)

sidesof Eq. (10)forM = 3 forthe SeaWiFS bands.

Band

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

100%(L-R)/L

-0.008

-0.010

-0.055

÷0.106

-0.168

-0.010

-0.031

-0.499

of-band response between 500 and 600 nm; however, for80 = 60° and nadir viewing (M = 3),this

errortranslatesto an errorin (Lr(A))s,of ,,_1/3 to 2/3 the quantizationincrement ofthe SeaWiFS

on-board 10-bitdigitizer(depending on the amplifiergain setting),i.e.,lessthan 1 digitalcount

Table 2: Quantities

Band (r.(A))Fos,

(i)

1 0.3132

2 0.2336

3 0.1547

4 0.1330

5 0.0947

6 0.0446

7 0.0256

8 0.0169

needed to compute (L,(A))s, and Lr(Ai) for the SeaWiFS bands.

0.3185

0.2361

0.1560

0.1324

0.0938

0.0436

0.0255

0.0155

F0(x ) ko,(X,)
mW/cm'#m sr mW/cm'/ m sr (x1000) (xlO00)

170.79

189.45

193.66

188.35

185.33

153.41

122.24

98.82

180.80

194.95

198.85

193.65

190.25

153.50

122.40

97.10

1.03

4.00

25.36

42.00

93.38

46.85

8.37

4.85

0.81

3.75

22.27

42.50

90.38

45.92

7.42

3.71

(DC) from the sensor.Thus, we willemploy the approximation in Eq. (i0) to treatthe influence

of Ozone absorptionon allthreeterms in Eq. (1).Specifically,whenever roz occurs,the spectral

averages willbe computed assuming to, = O, and to, willbe reintroducedintothe finalresult



by replacingit with (roz(A))r0s,. The factthat the approximation is sufficientlyaccurate for

computing (L_(A))s,insuresthatitwillbe forthe terms in Eq. (I)with weaker spectralvariation,

e.g., Lo(A). The values of (r,(A))FoS,, (F0(A))s,, and (ho_(A))FoS, for the SeaWiFS bands axe

provided in Table 2. Note that the (x1000) notation for (koz(A))Fos,means that the entriesin

the tablehave been multipliedby 1000,i.e.,(koz(A))Fos,= 1.03× 10-3 forBand 1. Table 2 also

provides7"_(AI),F0(Ai),and koz(Ai),where henceforth Ai with i -- 1 to 8 refersto the nominal

wavelength of the band centerof SeaWiFS Band i.

To assessthe efficacyof the above techniquesfordetermining (Lr(A))s,in the multiplescat-

teringregime,we have computed multiplescatteringvaluesforthisquantityfor00 = 60° and nadir

viewing in two ways. First,I_(A) was computed as a functionof A using rr(A) and a multiple

scattering (scalar) RT code. From this, "

L,(A) = I_(A)F0(A) exp[-ro,(A)M]

was formed and the average, (L.(A))s,, over the SeaWiFS bands was computed directly. To effect

this for fine increments in A, Iv(A) was linearly interpolated from log-transformed values of/_(Ai)

and Ai computed at 10 wavelengths, the nominal SeaWiFS band centers plus 380 and 1150 nm.

This average is taken as the "correct" answer for the average. Second, the same RT code was

Table 3: % differencebetween the estimated (E) and

correct(C) valuesof (L,(A))s,as describedin the text.

Band 100%(E-C)/C

1 +0.15

2 +0.12

3 +0.02

4 -0.01

5 -0.09

6 -0.01

7 -0.09

8 -0.05

operated with r,.(Ai) replaced by (v_(A))F,s, to compute/_ for the i th band,/_(i). Then, (L,.(A))s,

was estimated from

(L,(A))s, = I,(i)(Fo(A))s, exp[-(ro=(A))FoS, M]. (12)

9



This issimilartothe method employing singlescatteringwith _ (i)replacing(r,(A))Fos,G(So, 0v,4_v).

The resulting(L,(A))s,isthe "estimated"band-averaged L,(A). Table 3 providesthe % difference

between the estimated and correctvaluesof (Lr(A))s_,for80 = 60°,nadir viewing,and an Ozone

concentrationof350 DU. ItisclearthatEq. (12)iscapableofestimatingthe radianceto veryhigh

accuracy.In fact,in thisexample, the errorislessthan 1 DC forallof the SeaWiFS bands. Also,

the excellentperformance of the estimatoratteststo the viabilityof the treatment of the Ozone

absorption.

3.B. Band-averaged L, + L,a

From Eq. (7),we see that the band-averaged aerosolcomponent can be found by considering

L_*(A). At the core of both the CZCS and SeaWiFS atmospheric correctionalgorithms is the

spectralvariationof the normalized single-scatteredaerosolradiance,i.e.,Io'*(A)- L_'(A)/Fo(A).

Two singlewavelengths A and A0 are used todefinethe atmosphericcorrectionparameters _(A,A0)

given by

Thus,

- x:*(A)
1-.(A0)

(13)

L'J(A) = Fo(A) (A, Ao)I:'(Ao), (14)

and

L'*'A ' (FoCA))s,(_(A, Ao))Fos, I*_°(Ao). (15)a t )lS_ =

Note that A0 is an arbitrary (single) wavelength; here we take it to be to be 865 nm, the nominal

band center of SeaWiFS Band 8. Also, we have set to, = 0. Ozone can be included as stated

earlierby replacing(F0(A))s,by (F0(A))s,exp[-(ro,(A))FoS,M] in the finalresult.To proceed

further,we need e(A,A0),which can be computed using Eq. (4)with the subscript"r" replacedby

"a" foraerosol.Wang and Gordon t_have shown that forthe aerosolmodels proposed by Shettle

and Fenn taforLOWTRAN-6, .4 and used in Ref. 2,_(A,A0) can be approximated by

--e p[c(A0- A)] (16)

with A < A0. The limitson c over the range 412 to 865 nm for the models that they12 used

were 0 <_ c <_ 1.9x 10-a nm -t. This equation issufficientlyaccurateto examine the out-of-band

effectson the aerosolcomponent. Table 4 provides(e(A,865))F0S,and _(Ai,865),where Ai isthe

10



nominal center wavelength of Band i, and their % difference for c = 2 × 10 -3 nm -t . We note that,

Table 4: (e(A,865))Fos,, e(Ai,865), and

their % difference for c = 2 x 10-3 nm -t .

Band

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

(e(A,865))FoS, _(A_,865) % Diff.

2.4645

2.3192

2.1113

2.0350

1.8584

1.4842

1.2202

1.0131

2.4744

2.3257

2.1170

2.0340

1.8590

1.4770

1.2214

1.0000

-0.40

-0.28

-0.27

+0.05

+0.03

+0.49

-0.10

-_-1.31

with the exception of Band 8, the effect of the out-of-band response is < 0.5% of the nominal

s(ki, 865). Thus, with the exception of Band 8, (s(_, 865))F0S, should follow Eq. (16) nearly as well

as e(Ai, 865), i.e., the spectral variations of (_()_, 865))F0s,, i = 1 to 7, and _()_i, 865) will be nearly

identical. This conclusion will be modified by the presence of gaseous absorption (Section 4B).

3.C. Band-averaged tL_

The water-leaving radiance varies strongly with the pigment concentration, C, defined to be

the sum of the concentrations of chlorophyll a and phaeophytin a. For band averaging purposes,

we use the model proposed by Gordon et al.15 This model yields the normalized water-leaving

radiance, [Lw(A)]N defined according to 16

L,.(_) = t(Oo,_) cosoo[L_(A)]N,

as a function of C. It agrees well with the measurements of Clark tr for A < 600 nm. Disagreement

in the red is thought to be due to the effects of instrument self shading, ts It is convenient here to

switch from radiance L to reflectance p defined to be 7¢L/Fo cos 00. The normalized water-leaving

reflectance is then

[p._(_)]N- Fo(_)

11



Combining these two equationsyieldsthe desired

cos00
t(0v,A)L_(A) -

ir
t(oo, Fo

and to assessband averaging,we need to compute (t(0_,A)L_,(A))s,.We have carriedout this

computation for two pigment concentrations,C : 0.03 and 1.0 mg/m s. The [p_,(A)]Nspectra

used in the computation are provided in Figure 2. The reflectancespresented for A > 700 nm

z

c_

iff 1

10-2

10"3

lO_

10"5

' ........ I ......... I ......... I ......... I ......... I.........
Solid: C = 0.03m_m_

Dashed: C = 1.00mg/m

% ---4......

"q\

llill II
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Figure 2. [pw(A)]N for C = 0.03 and 1.0 mg/m 3.

Model computations were carried out at the points
indicated by dots and interpolated to other wave-

lengths.

are estimated based on the absorption coefficient of water and the expected backscattering of

phytoplankton. Measurements of L_ or the ocean backscattering properties have never been carried

out at these wavelengths. Noting that [p_,(A)]N varies by three orders of magnitude over the spectral

range of interest (compared to a factor of ,,_ 33 for L,), we expect that the out-of-band effects on

tL_ for the red and NIR bands will be very severe. To calculate the required integrals, log-hnear

interpolation was used to estimate [p_,(A)]jv, i.e., straight hnes connecting the points on Figure 2.

The reflectance was arbitrarily taken to be 10 -1° Sr -1 at A = 1150 nm. The band averaging yields

- cosOo(Fo(,X))s,(t(o,,:,)t(Oo,
7f
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Wecomputed (t(O,,A)t(00,A)[p,a(A)]2v)Fos,forC = 0.03 and 1.0mg/m s,and M = 2. The value

M = 2,itsminimum, was chosen to providethe strongestvariationof tL_ with A. This average

is compared with t(O,,Ai)t(00,A_)[p_,(Ai)]Nin Table 5. The differencesbetween Xi and Yi are

Table 5: Comparison between the quantities

x, = <t(o., )t(Oo,

and Yi - t(O,,Ai)t(Oo,Ai)[p_,(A_)]Nfor

C = 0.03and 1.0mg/m 3,and M = 2.

The notation"2.77-2" etc.,standsfor2.77× 10-2.

Band

i

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Xi

2.77-2

2.90-2

1.91-2

1.25-2

3.87-3

7.65-4

7.15-5

1.03-4

C = 0.03 mg/m s C = 1.0 mg/m 3

DC Diff. DC Diff.Yi % Diff.

2.76-2 +3.6-1

2.99-2 -3.2-0

2.02-2 -5.4-0

1.28-2 -1.7-0

3.65-3 +6.1-0

4.64-4 +6.5+1

4.84-5 +4.7+1

2.45-5 +3.2+2

+0.4

-4.4

-6.7

-1.5

+1.8

+3.6

+0.3

+1.2

Xi

4.73-3

4.54-3

6.86-3

7.36-3

4.61-3

9.60-4

1.81 -4

1.34-4

Z % Diff.

4.77-3 -8.7-1

4.34-3 +4.6-0

6.74-3 +1.7-0

7.65-3 -3.8-0

4.65-3 -1.0-0

9.28-4 +3.4-0

1.65-4 +1.0+1

8.25-5 +6.3+1

-0.13

+0.82

+0.72

-2.00

-0.39

+0.37

+0.22

+0.76

explainedby the spectralshapes of S_(A) and Lw(A). If S_ has a weak out-of-bandmaximum to

the long-wave sideof the band centermaximum, Xi willbe < Yi ifL_(A) decreasesstronglywith

increasingwavelength,and viceversaifL_(A) increaseswith A. Bands 2 and 3 are examples of

thisbehavior,for which a shiftin the signof Xi - Yi occurs between C = 0.03 and 1.0 mg/m a.

In contrast,Band 4 has secondary maxima on both sidesof the band center(at -_ 440 nan and

600 urn) and Xi < 11/at both concentrations.As expected,the long-wave bands show significant

differencesbetween Xi and Y_ with Xi > Yi due tolightleakagefrom the blue and green (Figurei).

However, the differenceis < 1 DC in the NIR atmospheric correctionbands, and itwould appear

that itisreasonable to assume that Xi = 0 in these bands. Noting that the goal of SeaWiFS is

to retrieve (L_(A))s_ in Band 2 in clear water (C _ 0.03 mg/m 3) with an error of < 5%, Table 5

underscores the importance of measuring, or at least estimating, the full spectrum of L,# for the

validation of satellite-retrieved (L_,(A))&.
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In the spirit of our method for dealing with Ozone absorption, i.e., Eq. (10), we have tried to

approximate (t(8,,, A)t(8o,A)[p_(A)]N)FoS,by

(t(8,,, A)t(Oo, A)[p_(A)]N)FoSc _ t(O., i)t(#o, i)([p_.(A)IN)FoS,, (17)

where

t(O, i) = exp - (r.(A))F0s, + (ro.(A))FoS, _ •2

The % difference between the left- and right-hand-sides of Eq. (17) for 6' = 0.03 rng/m 3 and

M = 3 is provided in Table 6. Clearly, the approximation is sufficiently accurate to estimate

Table 6: % difference between the right (R) and left

(L) sides of Eq. (17) for M = 3 for the SeaWiFS bands.

Band 100%(R-L)/R

1 - 0.01

2 + 0.01

3 + 0.11

4 + 0.18

5 + 0.76

6 + 2.62

7 + 7.48

8 +25.28

(t(Ou,A)Lw(A))s, in the visible bands.

4. Gas Absorption

With the exception of Ozone, to this point we have ignored the absorption of atmospheric gases,

i.e., H20 and 02. In the case of SeaWiFS, only Band 7 (745-785 nm) was forced to encompass a gas

absorption band, the O2 A band (,,_ 759 - 770 nm), to provide an adequate signal-to-noise ratio.

The other SeaWiFS bands have been placed in absorption-free atmospheric windows. However,

even for spectral bands in the atmospheric windows, the effect of absorption may be important in

the case of significant out-of-band response. For example, Figure 3 provides the spectral response of

SeaWiFS Band 8 alongwith the H20-02 surface-to-zenithatmospheric transmittance (on a linear

scale)from LOWTRAN. 14'19Clearly,the H20 absorptionnear 730,850,and 890 nm, and the 02
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absorption near 760 nm will have some influence on the radiance measured in this spectral band.

Also, the absence of gas absorption features for A _ 570 nm suggests that, other than Ozone, gas

absorption below this wavelength can be ignored•

4.A. Influence on L,

Within the framework we have developed for band averaging, the correct way of accurately

including gas absorption would be to carry out detailed line-by-line radiative transfer computations

through the absorption bands, e.g., in the case of the Rayleigh scattering component the "correct"

value of (L_(A))s, in Table 3 should be computed using an RT program that includes line-by-line,

or at least narrow-band, absorption such as LOWTRAN. Unfortulmtely, LOWTRAN provides only
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Figure 3. SeaWiFS Band 8 spectral response (dot-

ted line) and atmospheric transmittance of H20 and

O2 (solid line) for the LOWTRAN Tropical atmo-

sphere (most water vapor). H20 and 02 transmit-
tance is on a linear scale such that 10 -t _ a trans-

mittance of 0.9, 10 -2 =*, a transmittance of 0.8, etc.

an approximate treatment of multiple scattering, and has no provision for a specularly reflecting

lower boundary. However, since we expect the effect of gas absorption arising from the out-of band

response to be small, highly accurate radiances are not really required for assessing the influence of
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gas absorption.Thus, we willtry to make a first-orderestimateusing LOWTRAN. To effectthis,

we computed Ir = Lr/Fo for an aerosol-freeatmosphere with a totallyabsorbinglower boundary

(albedo = 0) for 00 = 60° and 8v = 0 (M = 3) using LOWTRAN. Ozone was removed under the

assumption that itresidesin a nonscatteringlayerat the TOA with the concentrationthat was

used in the LOWTRAN calculations.This provided l_bi(A),the normalized Rayleigh component

inthe presenceof absorption.Our multiplescatteringcode was then used in the same configuration

to provide Ir at a selectnumber of wavelengths(SeaWiFS band centersalong with 380 and 1150

nm). These were interpolatedas describedin Section3A toprovideN_(A), the normalized Rayleigh

component inthe absence ofabsorption.IfLOWTRAN treatedmultiplescatteringproperly,N,.(A)

and l_bi(,,_) would be identicalinthe atmospheric windows. This was forcedby multiplyingl,_bs(A)

by

1.015To_ [1- a(I050- A)2]-_,

where a = 1.5x 10-z nm -2 and A isin nm, toyieldA_(A),the Rayleigh component inthe presence

of absorption,and includinga correctedtreatment of multiple scattering.Thus, the principal

differencebetween N,(A) and A,(A) isthe absorptionbands. Figure 4 providesthisdifference(%)

showing the influenceofthe absorptionbands forthe LOWTRAN Subarcticwinteratmosphere (the

Z

<
i

Z C
v

T"

60O 7O0 8O0 9OO 1000 1100

_. (rim)

Figure 4. Differencebetween N,(A) and A_(A) as
a functionof A forthe LOWTKAN Subarcticwin-

ter atmosphere (leastwater vapor) and M = 3 as
describedin the text.
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smallestLOWTRAN water vapor concentration).The influenceofthe gas absorptionbands on the

band-averaged radiancesisprovided by the differencebetween (N,(A)Fo(A))s,and (A,(A)Fo(A))s,.

This ispresentedin Table 7 as a % differenceand a DC differencefor Bands 6-8. For Bands 1-

5, thisdifferenceis _< 0.02 DC because the principalout-of-bandmaxima for these are in the

blue and green.In the preparationofTable 7,the 02 A absorptionband has been removed from

the Band 7 computation of (A,(A)Fo(A))s_, since Ding and Gordon 2° have provided a method of

accounting for this in-band absorption feature. However, it has been included in the computations

for all other bands. We note that with the exception of Band 6, the error in using (N,(A)Fo(A))s_,

Table 7: (Nr(A)Fo(A))s, - (A,(A)F0(A))s, in % and in DC

(in parenthesis) for go = 60 ° and nadir viewing.

LOWTRAN model

Tropical

Midlatitudesummer

MicUatitudewinter

Subarcticsummer

Subarcticwinter

U.S. Standard

H_O

g/cm 2

3.322

2.356

0.686

1.653

0.328

1.125

Band 6

1.23(1.58)
0.86(1.1o)

0.86(1.10)

1.2o(1.53)
0.94(1.20)
1.07(1.37)

Band 7

0.64 (0.52)
0.47 (0.38)
0.39 (0.32)
0.69 (0.56)
0.39 (0.32)
051 (0.42)

Band 8

0.82(0.50)
0.55(0.34)

0.46(0.28)

0.84(0.51)

0.28 (o.1_)
0.58 (0.35)

i.e., in ignoring gas absorption, is usually <_ 0.5 DC and is therefore undetectable with SeaWiFS.

In Band 6 the error is usually ,-_ 1 DC, but can reach _ 1.5 DC. This is principally due to the O2

B absorption band which overlaps the long-wave shoulder of Band 6 (02 B band head is at ,,_ 686

nm). Similar computations have been carried out for 8o = 0 and 40 °. These results of these for the

U.S Standard atmosphere are presented in Table 8. These results suggest that the error imposed

Table 8: (Nr(A)Fo(A))s, - (A,(A)Fo(A))s, in % and in DC

(in parenthesis) for the U.S. Standard atmosphere with nadir viewing.

8o

0o 0.61(1.22)0.29(0.38)
40° 0.61(0.99) 0.27 (0.28)

60° 1.0_(1.3T)0.51(0.42)

Band 6 Band 7 Band 8

0.35(0.34)
0.28(0.2t)
0.58(0.3s)
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byignoringthe gas absorption (other than Oa) can be adequately corrected by subtracting ._ 1.20,

0.36, and 0.30 DC from (N_(A)F0(),))s, for Bands 6, 7, and 8, respectively.

4.B. Influence on L,_ + L,,

For the aerosol component (Lo + L,.°), we can obtain an upper limit to the gas absorption

effect by assuming that the aerosol is confined in a layer near the surface and that the absorption

is manifest in the two-way gas transmittance along the propagation path, i.e.,

L° Jr L,° --. (Lo + L,.o)Tg()_, M),

where Tg()_, M) is the two-way transmittance of the atmosphere in the absence of Rayleigh scat-

tering, aerosol scattering, and Ozone absorption. M is the two-way air mass. Equivalently, from

Section 3B,

(e(A,)_0))Fos, --* (Tg(A, M)_(A, A0))_'os, _- (Ta(A, M) exp[c(A0 - A)])Fos,.

Table 9 compares (e(A, 865))vos, with gas absorption with e(A_, 865) for c = 0 and 2 x 10 -a nm -1

in the LOWTRAN Tropical atmosphere with M = 3. Comparison with Table 4 (similar to

Table 9: Comparison between (E(A, 865))F0S, with gas absorption and

e($i, 865) for the LOWTRAN Tropical atmosphere with M = 3.

Band c (m'n-i)

i 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

s65)) -oS, e(  ,865) s65)>Fos,
1.0000

1.0000

0.9997

0.9999

0.9972

0.9842

0.9802

0.9606

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

2.4645

2.3192

2.1109

2.0349

1.8549

1.4608

1.1973

0.9728

2 x 10-3

2.4744

2.3257

2.1170

2.0340

1.8589

1.4770

1.2214

1.0000

Table 9 but without gas absorption and, therefore, independent of M) shows that the addition

of gas absorption changes the character of (e(A, 865))FoS, in the red and the NIR, i.e., instead of
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(e(A,865))F0S,being _ 1.3% greaterthan unity forc = 2 x I0-s nm -I, gas absorptioncauses it

to become ,-_3% lessthan unity.Such a variationwillhave a significantimpact on atmospheric

correction.

4.C. Influence on L.

The assessment ofgas absorptionon t(A)Lw(A) isparticularlysimple in the caseof SeaWiFS.

For Bands 1-5 there isessentiallyno effect,sincethey have small response for A >_ 600 nm, and

for Bands 6-8 the effectsis alsonegligiblesincemost of theirstrong out-of-bandresponse (and

the sourceof most of theirout-of-bandradiance)isin regionsof littlegas absorption.Thus, gas

absorptioncan be ignoredfor thisterm.

5. Atmospheric Correction

To effectatmospheric correction,i.e.,to extract(tL_,(A))s,,we need to compute

= - - +

We have already described the computation of (Lr(A))s,, and <Lt(A))s, is the measured radiance,

so the problem is to estimate (La(A)+ L,a(A))S,. We first examine estimation of this quantity in the

that C(8,,¢,,_0,¢0,L:°(A),A) is independent of L:'(A)and A. This is in essenceapproximation

the single scattering approximation, and much of the analysis can be carried out analytically. It

will enable a quantitative estimate of the seriousness of the out-of-band response perturbation on

atmospheric correction. Then we follow with a technique for including the out-of-band effects in

the full multiple scattering algorithm.

5.A. C ( 0,,, _,,, 0o, ¢o, L _,'(A), A) Independent of L '_'(A) and A

UtilizingEq. (7),and referringto Section3B on the band-averaged La(A) + L_,,(A),we see

thatin thisapproximation,

(L°(A) + L,=(A))s, (F0(A))s, .. 8)(L=(A) + L,=(A))s,
= (Fo(_))s, et,,
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where _(i,8) isgiven by

865))FoS,
e(i,8) -- (e(A, S65))F0s, "

For the open ocean, (tL_,(A))s, ._ O, for i = 7 and 8 (Table 5), so e(7, 8) and e(8, 8) can be estimated

at each pixel. The key to the correction algorithm is to be able to extrapolate e(7, 8) to _(i, 8). A

logical way of addressing this is to assume, by analogy to Eq. (16), that

_(i, 8) = exp[c'(865 - Ai)], (19)

where c'isdetermined from the SeaWiFS-measured valueofe(7,8)with e(8,8)= 1. However, since

thereisconsiderableout-of-bandcontaminationinthe NIR on (e(A,865))Fos°,e(i,8) willnot follow

Eq. (19)as wellas e(Ai,865) followsEq. (16),and the extrapolationwillbe inaccurate.Consider

the problem ofestimatingthe band-averaged water-leavingradiancein SeaWiFS Band 2 (443 nm)

fora casein which e(Ai,865)followsEq. (16)exactly.For the specificexamples in Table 9,we can

compute both the exact and the extrapolatedvaluesof e(i,8). These are provided in Table 10. If

Table 10: Comparison between the exact and extrapolated values

of e(i, 8) for the LOWTRAN Tropical atmosphere with M = 3.

Band c (nm -t )

i 0 2 X 10 -3

Exact Extrapolated

1 1.041 1.096

2 1.041 1.089

3 1.041 1.079

4 1.041 1.074

5 1.038 1.064

6 1.025 1.040

7 1.020 1.020

8 1.000 1.000

Exact Extrapolated

2.533 2.562

2.384 2.402

2.170 2.179

2.092 2.090

1.907 1.904

1.502 1.500

1.231 1.231

1.000 1.000

we used the extrapolated values of e(2, 8) given in Table 10, the extrapolated values would be in

error by ,-_ 1 and 5% for c = 2 × 10 -3 and c = 0 tun -t , respectively. Are these serious errors? Noting

that an error in (L..(A) + L_(A))s, will lead to an identical error in (t(O,,, A)L_(A))s,, it is easy to

show thatan errorAe(i,8) in _(i,8) willresultin an errorA(t(Ov,A)L_o(A))s_in (t(Ov,A)L_(A))s,

given by

ae(i,8)
E(i,8) + (Lo(A)+
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To achieve a desired fractional error in <Lu,(A)>s, _< p,

aE(i,8)
_(i,8)

., (z,,,(A))s,
_<t(e,,,,)(z.(T)¥L-72-.(.,,))_,v,

where t(Ov, i) is given by Eq. (18). We can estimate the effect of A$(i, 8) by using the simulations

presented in Ref. 2, in which the reflectance p, defined to be rL/Fo cos 00, was used in place of the

10 +0

--_ 10-1

10-2
10 .2

! ! ! i i i i i I i i ! i i i ! !

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

io_ 1o0

x.(865)

Figure 5. Maximum value of Ae(2, S)/e(2,8) as a

function of r, required to provide maintain an error

in the water-leaving radiance in Band 2 of less than
5% as described in the text. The lower curve is for

the TT0 aerosol model and the upper curve for M98.

radiance. We note that

7r<L(A))s,
(p(_))VoS,= (F0(_)>s,cos0o'

SO

Ae(i, 8) < (P_(A))FoS, P = t(tg., i)t(#o, i) ([p,_(A)]N)F,S,
e(i,8) t(O_'i)(p=(A)+ P,-_,(A))FoS, <p..(A)+ [ra(A))FoS,

p.

Now, for clear water, e.g., the Sargasso Sea in summer, ([pw(.,\)]N)FoS 2 _ 0.038, and for the

simulations in Ref. 2, 80 = 60 ° and 0v = 45 °, so M = 3.41. Eq. (2) gives t(#v, 2)t(80, 2) _ 0.66.

Then, for a 5% error (p = 0.05) in Band 2,

ae(2,8) 0.00n5
<

e(2,8) - (p.(_) + p,_(_))s_
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Gordon and Wa_ng's = Figure 2 can be used to provide (p=(A) + p_o(A))s,, since band averaging of

this has little effect in the short-wave bands. This quantity can be related to the aerosol optical

thickness, ra(A), at 865 nm. [Note, one also needs to know that ra(443)/r=(865) = 1.089 and 2.558

for the M98 and TT0 models, respectively.] The result of this exercise is presented in Figure 5.

For a given ro(865), the required Ae(2, 8)/e(2, 8) must be four times smaller for the T70 model

compared to the M98, the two extreme models in Ref. 2. The T70 model has c _ 1.8 x 10 -3 nm -1,

so Ae(2,8)/e(2,8) _ +0.01 (Table 10) and retrieving (L=(A))s2 with an error < 5% would be

impossible for r_(865) > 0.3 (Figure 5). In contrast, the M98 model has c _ 0 so Ae(2, 8)/e(2, 8)

+0.05, and insuring a < 5% error in (L_,(A))s2 would require v=(865) < 0.2.

It is possible to overcome these limitations on the aerosol optical thickness by recognizing that

the error in the extrapolated value of e(2, 8) is entirely due to the difference between _(A_, 865)

and (E(A, 865))1%s, for i = 7 and 8 (Table 9), i.e., the out-of-band response in Bands 7 and 8.

That is, if we know the approximate value of c, e.g., c I, it should be possible to assess the out-

of-band influence on e(7, 8), the basis for the extrapolation procedure. Unfortunately, the error

in extrapolation shows a significant dependence on the water vapor content of the atmosphere.

This is demonstrated in Table 11 which provides the error Ae(2, 8)/_(2, 8) for c = 0, M = 3 and

the six LOWTKAN atmospheric models. Since the water vapor concentration will generally be

Table 11: Error (%) in the extrapolated value of

e(2, 8) for c = 0 and M = 3 as a function of the water vapor concentration (w)

in the LOWTRAN atmospheric models.

LOWTRAN model w Ae(2, 8)/e(2, 8)

g/cm 2

Tropical 3.332 4.60

Midlatitude summer 2.356 3.83

Midlatitude winter 0.686 2.02

Subarctic summer 1.653 3.16

Subarctic winter 0.328 1.43

U.S. Standard 1.125 2.59

unknown, we alsoneed to understand the influenceof choosingan incorrectconcentrationon which

to improve the extrapolation.
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It is relatively simple to define a procedure for improving the extrapolation of E(7, 8) to e(i, 8).

Let

865)) os,
fi(c, M, w) =-

865) '

where w is the total columnar water vapor concentration, and for a given viewing geometry and

model, c is defined by Eq. (16). Then, e(i, 8) is given by

e(i, 8) - fi(c, M, w)
fs(c, M, w) e(_i'

865). (20)

Assuming that the functions/i(e, M, w) are known, ¢(i, 8) can be estimated in the following manner:

(1) the initial value of e(7, 8), i.e., uncorrected for out-of-band effects on (L_ + L,o)Fos,, is used

in Eq. (19) to estimate c'; (2) this value of c' is used in the place of c to estimate £(c, M, w); (3)

/i(c', M, w) and the initial value of _(7, 8) are used in Eq. (20) to e_timate _(_7,865), which in turn

is used in Eq. (16) to provide a better estimate of c; (4) this estimate of c is used in Eq. (16) to

obtain ¢(X,, 865); and (5) Eq. (20) is used to obtain the final estimate of ¢(i, 8). After step (4), new

values of/i(c, M, w) could be deduced using the improved estimate of c, if necessary.

To operate this procedure, we need the functions fi(c, M, w). Through multiple least-squares

analysis, we have found that they can be reasonably well represented by the equation

£(c,M,w) : (a0t + dooM) + (do3 + ao4M)c

+ [(alt + a12M) + (at3 + at4M)c]w (21)

+ [(azt + a22M) + (a,_ + a2,M)c]w 2,

where the coefficients a,,n for SeaWiFS Bands 6, 7, and 8, are provided in Table 12. Figure 6

compares the fitted and the true values of/i(c, M, w) for SeaWiFS Band 8, and suggests that given

M and the aerosol model (c),/s(C, M, w) can be estimated with an error of <_ 0.1 - 0.2%. The fits

to Eq. (21) for SeaWiFS Bands 6 and 7 are much better than that in Figure 6, and for SeaWiFS

Bands 1-5 we can assume/i(c, M, w) = 1 (Table 9).

We have examined the efficacy of this procedure by considering the case M = 3, and a

LOWTRAN Tropical atmosphere. First we assumed that the water vapor concentration is known

(w = 3.322 g/cm=), and then examined the effect of an error in w. Thus, initially only the value

of c was unknown. The above procedure provided e(2, 8) = 1.045 compared to the correct value

of 1.041, a +0.4% error. If the water vapor concentration were also unknown, the error would be
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larger.Fora concentration 1.318 g/cm 2 (midway between the lowest and highest LOWTRAN con-

centrations) the procedure yielded _(2, 8) = 1.063 or an error of ,,_ +2%. Note that even without

an accurate value of to, the procedure reduced the error in _(2,8) by more than a factor of 2,

Table 12: Coefficients a,_,,_ in Eq. (21) for SeaWiFS

bands 6, 7, and 8, for c in nm -1 and w in gm/cm 2.

Notation +2 stands for 10 ±2 , etc.

Coefficient anm

Band

a01

a02

ao3

+9.986

-7.046

+2.459

6 Band

-1 +9.983

-4 -8.214

+0 -4.094

7 Band 8

-1 +9.958 -1

-4 -1.561 -3

-1 +6.442 +0

ao4

all

a12

a13

a14

a21

a22

a23

a24

+2.545 -3

-1.644 -3

-1.188 -3

-1.015 -2

-8.021 -3

+1.378 -4

+1.079 -4

+1.233 -3

+4.105 -4

+3.732 -2

-3.537 -3

-1.303 -3

+1.767 -1

+8.578 -3

+3.686 -4

+1.534 -4

-2.471 -2

-2.145 -3

-1.894 -2

-6.337 -3

-2.679 -3

-1.037 -2

-3.583 -2

+6.157 -4

+3.080 -4

-2.428 -3

+3.628 -3

i.e., from 1.096 to 1.063 compared to the correct 1.041. This would extend the r,(865) limit for

a 5% error in <[Pw(,X)]N>FoS2 from "_ 0.3 to "_ 0.5 (Figure 4). However, it is clear that because of

the significant out-of-band responses of SeaWiFS Bands 7 and 8, the variation of the water vapor

content of the atmosphere limits the accuracy of atmospheric correction at larger values of "ra(865).

The procedure outlined in this section can be directly incorporated into the simple correction

algorithm described by Wang and Gordon 12 that ignored multiple scattering.

5.B. Inclusion of multiple scattering

Switching from radiance (L) to reflectance (p), in the presence of multiple scattering p_°(,X) is

replaced by

po( ) + = c(ov, Cv,eo,¢0, p*,'(A) (22)
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where C' is a weak function of p_°(A) and A. In the band-averaged case, we must deal with

<pa(A)+ p,a(A))i%s_.Because of the weak dependence of C on p_°(A)and A, we can ignorethe

out-of-bandeffectson U and approximate (p.(A)+ p,.(A))F0s,by

= U(O,,4?,,Oo,4Po,p:°(Ai),A,)[<e(A'865))F°S'p:'(Ai)] (23) (A.865)

= i,(c,

i.e.,in the band-averaged case p_°(A)outsideof the argument of C in Eq. (22) isreplaced by

fi(c,M, w)p_°(Ai),in Eq. (23). Since the influenceof multiple scatteringon the algorithm is

0.975

0.95C

0.950 0.975 1.000

<E(X,865))FoSs / E(_.8,865) (True)

Figure 6. Comparison between the true values of

(e(A,865))FoS./e(As,865) with those computed using

Eq. (21) and Table 12.

contained in the dependence of C on p_°(A)and A,retainingthe dependence of C'on p_'(Ai)and

Ai in Eq. (23) willretainthe multiple scatteringeffectsin the algorithm. For a given aerosol

model (known c), fi(c,M, w) can be estimated given the water vapor content and the viewing

geometry using Eq. (21).In the Gordon and Wang 2multiplescatteringalgorithm,pa(A_)+ p_._(Ai)

determined from pt(Ai)- p,(Ai)for i = 7 and 8 is used in Eq. (22) to estimate p'_°(Ai),which

in turn isused to estimate p_(Ai)+ p,_(Ai)for i = i to 6. When the out-of-band response is

included,(p.(A)+ p,..(A))Fos_fori = 7 and 8 isused inEq. (23)to estimatep_'(Ai),which isused
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in a similar manner to estimate (po(A) + p,_(A)lFoS , for i = 1 to 6. This approach for including

the out-of-band effects is satisfying because the implementation strategy for utilizing Eq. (22) --

lookup tables relating p,(Ai) % p,,(Ai) to p_'(Ai) for all sun-viewing geometries and nominal band

centers i based on solutions to the radiative tra._sfer equation -- can be applied to Eq. (23) using

the same lookup tables. One need only recognize that when (pa(A) + p.a(A))i%s, is entered on the

left-hand-side of Eq. (23), the result is f_(c, M,w)p_°(Ai) rather than just p_°(Ai). We envisage

implementation of this out-of-band response modification to the multiple scattering atmospheric

correction algorithm will be based on a lookup table relating the parameter c in Eq. (16) to the

sun-viewing geometry for each model.

6. Concluding remarks

A methodology for delineating the influence of finite spectral band widths and significant out-

of-band response on ocean color imagery was described and applied to SeaWiFS. The basis of the

method is the application of the sensor's spectral response functions to the individual components

of the TOA radiance. The importance of the examination of the individual components is that

it provides an avenue for estimating the impact on the entire ocean color system -- sensor plus

algorithms.

As might be expected, the most significant effects of finite band widths and out-of-band re-

sponse occurs for components with a very strong spectral variation, e.g., L_(),) and Lw(_). In the

case of SeaWiFS Band 8 (865 nm), it is shown that the significant out-of-band response in the blue

requires that an optical thickness of 0.0169 [(rr(_))F0s,] rather than 0.0155 [vr(865)] be used to

predict (L_(A))s,. In fact, as much as 9% of (L_(A))s° is due to Lr(A) for A < 600 nm. For the

water-leaving radiance, the error in replacing (L_,(A))s, by its narrow-band counterpart, Lto(Ai),

is of the order of a few percent in the blue-green bands. This implies that verification that the

SeaWiFS system -- sensor plus algorithms -- meets the goal of providing the water-leaving radi-

ance in the blue in clear ocean water to within 5% will require measurements of Lw(A) through out

the visible rather than just in a narrow (10-20 nm) spectral band around As. In the NIR, a large

fraction (Table 5) of (L_,(A))s, is the result of the out-of-band response of the sensor; however,

(Lw(A))s, is still usually _< 1 DC, so these bands can still be used for atmospheric correction.
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Gaseous absorption (other than Ozone) is mostly confined to the red and MR spectral regions

(Figures 3 and 4). Thus, we expect its influence to be strongest for A _ 600 nm, and strongest

for the components of Lt(_) that have a weak spectral dependence. In fact, there is little or no

influence of gaseous absorption on (Lw(A))s,, stud for (L_(A))s_ the influence is only ._ 1 DC for

Band 6 and < 1 DC for Bands 7 and 8. In contrast, gaseous absorption is important for the aerosol

component. It can cause a significant reduction (a few percent) in the aerosol component in Bands

6, 7, and 8.

By assuming that the aerosols reside in a thin layer near the surface (the marine boundary

layer), it is found that atmospheric correction of SeaWiFS can be degraded by the influence of water

vapor absorption in the shoulders of Bands 7 and 8. This causes an apparent spectral variation of

Lo + L_ between these two bands that would be uncharacteristic of the aerosol present, leading

to an error in atmospheric correction. This effect is dependent on the water vapor content of

the atmosphere. At typical water vapor concentrations, the error is larger for aerosols with weak

spectral variation in reflectance than for those displaying a strong spectral variation. If the content

is known, a simple procedure can be used to reduce the degradation of the atmospheric correction

in both single- and multiple-scattering approaches. Uncertainty in the water vapor content will

limit the accuracy of the SeaWiFS correction algorithm.
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Appendix

The nominM radiometriccharacteristicsofSeaWiFS larepresentedin Table 13. In the table,A

representsthe spectralpass band ofeach ofthe instrument'sspectralbands. The detailedspectral

response functionsthat were used in the textforeach band are presentedin Barnes et al.z]_satis

the saturationradiance at the lower ocean-viewing sensitivity.There are three other radiometric

sensitivities:two for stabilitymonitoring by viewing sun lightreflectedfrom an internaldiffuser

Table 13: Nominal SeaWiFS instrument parameters.

Band A Lsat

nm mW/cm2_m Sr _

1 402-422

2 433-453

3 480-500

4 500-520

5 545-565

6 660-680

7 745-785

8 845-885

13.63

13.25

10.50

9.08

7.44

4.20

3.00

2.13

(short-term) or from the moon (long-term); and one for ocean viewing at large solar zenith angles.

The saturation radiance for the second (higher) ocean-viewing sensitivity is ,_ Lsat/2, i.e., it has

twice the radiometric sensitivity of the lower. The radiance data are 10-bit digitized on-board

the space craft, so 1 digital count (DC) of radiance is approximately Ls_t/1024. When DC's are

mentioned in the text, unless otherwise noted, the reference is to those corresponding to the lower

ocean-viewing sensitivity (Table 13). Signal-to-noise ratios are generally of the order of 500 for

input radiances at ,,, ½ to 43-of Ls_t, so the sensor noise will be of the order of I DC for all bands.
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